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Train Travel with Paul Little... ¨London to Spain in a day
is possible. It has cost me a little over £100 and been fun
to do. p.10

TORTOSA council has agreed to freeze taxes this coming year, and will offer homeowners the opportunity to pay monthly
without interest for their property rates.
Villarroya town hall claims it already offers monthly and three-monthly payment
options, whilst Forcadell council merely
plans to move the payment cut-off date for
property tax to another part of the year. In
Amposta, all taxes for 2011 will be frozen
except for water rates, which will go up by
an average of 1.5 per cent, and the IBI
rates, which will be subject to a Catastral
– land registry value – review.
Mayor Manel Ferré says ‘even rubbish
rates’ have been frozen, despite the collection company’s having increased its
fees by three per cent for 2011. Speaking
of water rates, he says Amposta – along
with Ascó and Xerta – have some of the
lowest fees in the province of Tarragona.
In the meantime, Amposta town hall has
given the green light to the development
of the new Urbanisation Eucalyptus.
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Friends of Alcossebre celebrate their ‘Cruel’ methods of
second “Saturday Bling Sale”
fishing and hunting
could lead to jail

FISHING and hunting using traps, poison,
explosives or any other cruel or destructive methods could land the culprit up to
two years in jail.
Ecologists have warned that a forthcoming amendment to the Spanish Penal
Code means that inhumane methods of
catching fish or hunting game will soon be
reclassified as a ‘crime’.

O

n Saturday, 16th October,
The Friends of Alcossebre
held a special “Bling Sale” at
the Charity Shop. The day
was bright and sunny, and
the event attracted a crowd
of people of many nationalities. The regular shop stocks
had been extended, the new
autumn clothes brought in
and, clearly, people came
in search of a bargain! The
picture shows the busy scene
outside the shop in El Centro,
Las Fuentes. An amazing
500 € was raised on the day.
The Friends are very grateful
to everyone who supported
the Sale and to all those volunteers who helped with the
organisation.

The sale followed the October Committee Meeting held
last Wednesday, at which the
2010 third quarter donations
to the following organisations were agreed totalling
3,500€:
The Alcala Comarcal School,
the La Mola School in Alcossebre, the Sierra d’Irta
School in Alcala, the Alcossebre and the Alcala Pensioners, the Alcala-Alcossebre
Roman Catholic Church, the
Alcala Amas de Casa, the La
Dorada Fishing Club and the
Grup Bombos and Tambors
“El Repliquet”, based in Alcala.
All funds raised by the

expat insurance agency

www.campingalegria.com
info@campingalegria.com

Friends of Alcossebre either
in the Charity Shop or at special events, are given to local
charities and organisations.
Donations of good, clean
clothing, books and bric-abrac are always welcome,
and may be brought directly
to the shop or to the collection points in the Alcossebre and Alcala Pensionistas
Clubs. Volunteers to work
in the shop or helping sort
items in the store are always
needed. The Charity Shop,
in El Centro, Las Fuentes, Alcossebre, is open from Monday to Friday, from 10am to
1pm, and can be contacted
by phone on 964 414973.
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Any methods that can lead to animals and
birds that are not intended for capture being caught will also be considered illegal
and could attract a prison sentence of
between four months and two years. The
reason for this is that many endangered
species end up seriously injured or dying
slowly and in extreme agony as a result of
hunting ‘accidents’. In fact, these account
for around 20 per cent of the population of
threatened breeds of birds and animals.
Also, some 12 million protected species
of birds have ended up being killed accidentally during hunting, or deliberately
hunted, in the last 15 years. They end up
with their feathers destroyed, or covered
in sticky chemicals which lead to a slow
and painful death.

Mandy´s MiniMarket
NEXT DOOR TO ALBERT VILLAS

Tel 964 412 603

5a Carratera las fuentes, Alcossebre

New stock coming in all the time

Now taking orders

for the Xmas meats,
Fresh Gammon,
pork with cracklin,
pork pies.
All xmas meat orders to be in by
4th December

OPEN Mon – Fri 9.30 – 6.00
Sat 9.30 - 3.00 We don’t shut for Lunch
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Online Divorce rates in UK increase by 34%
Divorce-Online, a national
provider of online divorce
services, reports that in
2010, increasing numbers of
UK citizens turned to the web
to file a divorce.
This may be good news for
the economy. According to
economic experts, during
times of acute economic distress, many people are deterred by financial insecurity
from filing for divorce, which
they delay until they feel
more confident. Accordingly,
the increase in the number
of online divorces may actually be good news as it shows
confidence in the economy is
stronger than the statistics
provided by the Government.
According to data compiled by
leading online divorce forms
website Divorce-Online, even
though 2010 is not yet over,
statistics already show that
more UK citizens are filing for
divorce online in 2010 than
in 2009, up by 34%.
According to Divorce-Online
MD Mark Keenan “During
2010, there has been a 34%

increase in online divorce
service orders compared to
2009.
It appears that as people feel
more financially secure, they
are ready to move on with
their lives after failed relationships. We have experienced a substantial increase
in the number of orders our
Divorce-Online service and
for financial consent orders
which regulate a couples finances after the divorce.
Keenan notes that the increase in online divorce form
orders was attributable to
non-economic factors, including the widespread acceptance of online divorce
services in uncontested divorce matters.
According to Keenan, “many
people now realize that it is
simply absurd to pay thousands of pounds in legal fees
to lawyers to complete basic
divorce documents. An online
divorce saves both time and
money.” Keenan provides a
unique perspective regarding
the growth of online divorce

because in addition to his Divorce-Online service, Keenan
has started to provide divorce document services in
the United States.
Keenan says that “for individuals with disputed divorce
cases, divorce lawyers are
essential, but for someone
seeking a fast, uncontested
or no fault divorce, the Divorce-Online service is ideal.”
Keenan observes that when
he began Divorce-Online ten
years ago, the idea of obtaining legal information, forms
and assistance via the Internet was a new concept. Over
the past decade, the concept
of getting a divorce by downloading an online divorce kit,
which Divorce-Online pioneered, has become mainstream.
Online divorce services are
more convenient, economical and easier for many people than hiring a full service
matrimonial law firm.

10 facts you never knew about Costa Rica

T

o judge Costa Rica purely on its natural
bounty would be a mistake. For the kindness of the people is as integral as the rainforest.
Fact 1 : Costa Rica is rated 76.1 on the Happy
Planet Index making it the happiest place in
the world!
Fact 2 : Instead of saying “my other half”, Costa Ricans (or Ticos as they are locally known)
often refer to their partner as their “media
naranja” or “the other half of their orange”!
Fact 3 : Costa Rica has no military.
Fact 4 : At 7am every morning, all Costa Rican
radio stations broadcast exactly the same programme. It starts with the National Anthem,
and then provides the government and official
authorities a way to transmit messages and
information nationwide.
Fact 5 : Costa Rica has a literacy rate of 97%,
the highest in Latin America
Fact 6 : The meter in a taxi is known as the
Maria - apparently a loose reference to the
honesty of the Virgin Mary!
Fact 7 : 12% of the total land area in Costa
Rica lies within 25 national Parks, and 25% of
the total land has protected status.
Fact 8 : Costa Rica is the oldest democracy in
Latin America.
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Fact 9 : There are few street names and virtually no addresses in Costa Rica! Directions
are universally given by reference to buildings
or local landmarks (even if they have been
pulled down 30 years ago!). The Catholic
Church (which for some reason always faces
west) is the most usual point of reference,
closely followed by the cemetery!
Fact 10 : Although Costa Rica is only just over
51,000km², it boasts nearly 500,000 species, representing 4% of the world’s total expected biodiversity
.
We all know that visiting a country is the only
way to really ever get under its skin and understand what makes it “tick”. So visit our
website to plan your holiday in Costa Rica, or
call us today on 01606 720199.

IS THE COSTA BLANCA SOON TO
BE COSTA RED?

Enterprising local marketing journalist Mike
Walsh is cashing in on the Russian and Baltic States home-buying influx. He thinks other businesses should be taking advantage
too: Many have informative websites but
only in the English or Spanish languages.
He believes the English-speaking presence
is declining on the Costas due to fewer buyers; those already here are either dying or
returning to the United Kingdom.
”We have to be realistic,” he says: “Russians are big spenders. The Alpine regions,
Cyprus and Bulgaria have experienced a
rapid rise in sales to Russian buyers. Russia’s economy is booming and because of
its vast mineral deposits; oil and gas wealth
its multiplying middle classes are acquiring
wealth.
Governments of the EU are courting the
Federation and the love affair appears to be
mutual. The EU talks on easing visa restrictions are at an advanced stage.”
Mike, who says his business is an ‘English
language repair service’, makes a living
from improving website language content.
To help businesses adapt to demographic
change he is offering a free Russian language website introduction to clients.
Mike Walsh - Freelance Journalism
(0034) 966 1899 30
Mobile 662 06 74 90
Russian & Spanish Content
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As Helicopter Ben
looks to embark on
QEII, Markets fret
over size.

in this report many times before, the
exact details of any further QE by the
Fed are the most anticipated numbers
in the market at the moment and it is almost guaranteed that there will be large
moves in rates leading up to and after
the announcement by the Fed.

A big week in the markets got off to a
whirlwind start yesterday, with Sterling
climbing to a nine month high against
the Dollar. Better than forecast Purchasing Managers Index figures for
October, 54.9 against an estimated
53, helped underpin further Pound
strength against both the Dollar and
Euro. Furthermore, with the Bank of
England meeting scheduled for Thursday, diminishing expectations of further
QE are also keeping up the level of positive Sterling sentiment in the market.
Below forecast PMI construction data
released at 9.30 this morning have
dampened another bright start for the
Pound but we can expect this to be a
temporary retracement and the upward
trend should resume in the build up to
the start of the Federal Reserve meeting which begins this evening.

In a move that caught the market by
surprise, the reserve bank of Australia
raised its cash rate by 0.25%, leading
to further AUD strength in the Asian session which has carried over into early
trading this morning. The ACB cited concerns of the medium term outlook for
inflation has the key influence in raising
rates, but with the strength of the commodity driven Aussie economy over the
past couple of years, the rate rise was
really of matter of when not if. Further
rates rises over the near term cannot
be ruled out, especially with the positive
data from China in recent weeks.

Speaking of which, positive ISM manufacturing data yesterday from the US
has lent further weight to the notion of
smaller QE by the Fed being announced
at the conclusion of the FOMC meeting
of Wednesday. The Fed is expected to
announce around $100 billion of asset
purchases per month, much lower than
previously though, but still Dollar negative. In an actioned packed week in
the US, the mid-term elections get underway in a few hours and Friday sees
the US jobless number, always closely
watched in the market, since jobs, both
public and private are the lifeblood of
any economy. As we have mentioned

As well as the key central bank meetings
in the US, UK and Eurozone this week,
we also have several key debt auctions
in Spain, France, China, the UK and Japan along with the Portuguese vote on
their budget austerity measures. Added
to this we also see the Bank of Japan
Governor speak on Friday, in which we
will be looking for any further word on
direct intervention by Japanese authorities.
Report by Alistair Cotton
Currencies Direct
The contents of this report are for information purposes only. It is not intended as a
recommendation to trade or a solicitation
for funds. Currencies Direct cannot be held
responsible for any loss or damages arising
from any action taken following consideration of this information.

Dragons’ Den Stars
Launch iPad “Magic”
App
Dragons’ Den Stars Theo Paphitis and
Deborah Meaden have launched an exciting and fun iPad app - Magic Whiteboard Drawing Pad.
The Magic Whiteboard Drawing Pad is
now available to download to your iPad
from the App Store.
We are the first Dragons’ Den investment
to launch an app for the iPad.
Bought to you from Dragons’ Den success Magic Whiteboard www.magicwhiteboard.co.uk
Entrepreneurs Neil & Laura Westwood
from Magic Whiteboard were successful
on Dragons ‘ Den receiving £100,000
investment from Theo Paphitis and Deborah Meaden. Magic Whiteboard is now
Theo’s most successful investment with
sales of over £1.1 million.
Magic Whiteboard Drawing Pad is the
original & best drawing pad, colouring
book and sketch pad designed exclusively for the iPad.
The stylish and elegant look and feel give
you the best drawing experience you can
get for the iPad. It’s a fun, easy to use
app that adults and children love to use.
DRAWING FUN
* Draw, sketch and doodle on a range of
canvases with a selection of 30 stylish
colouring pens
* Unique rainbow pen you can use to cre-

ate colourful designs
* Includes a traditional Magic Blackboard more colouring fun
PHOTOS & STICKERS
* Decorate your own photos with 27 fun
stickers and draw flowers, stars, splats,
butterflies, lips, hearts, bubbles, paw
prints and more.
COLOURING BOOK & GAMES
* Colour in 30 fun pictures in with vivid
colours in easy, medium or hard mode.
* Save your artistic creations to your
Magic Gallery and show them off to your
friends and family through email or Twitter.
* Play noughts and crosses, hangman
and other fun games.
BBC Dragons’ Den winners, the Magic
Whiteboard lets you create a whiteboard
from a roll anywhere. Now you can create a whiteboard anywhere - with just
your iPad!
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Air Berlin launches new
Valencia routes but rules
out Castellón.
AIR Berlin has launched direct flights
from Valencia to Vienna, as well as new
routes to Amsterdam and Basle via Palma de Mallorca.
But its sales director for Spain and Portugal, Pablo Caspers, says at present
there are no plans for Air Berlin to operate from Castellón airport.
“It’s not a question of having an airport
there – it’s a matter of putting yourself
on the tourist map,” Caspers told Castellón airport’s management.
“I’m not telling you to do your homework; but I’m suggesting you promote
yourself to put yourself on the map for
those destinations and origins that you
hope to attract. “It’s not enough just
to have an airport nearer to this area
than the one in Valencia, because passengers can just get a bus to travel the
extra 80 kilometres, just as they do in
Tenerife’s only international airport to
get to all other parts of the island. “You
need to promote yourself as a tourist
destination in your own right.
“We’re not saying we won’t base ourselves in Castellón, but at the moment,
for the summer of 2011, we do not have
any flights planned.
“Additionally, the airport is not even officially open, and we still do not know
when it will be.”
Caspers made reference to the delays
in the opening of Ciudad Real airport,
just south of Madrid, which led to losses
for airlines. “They need to have an aircraft and crew on standby for months
in advance,which means losses to the
company when no flights can take off,”
he stressed. The sales director also
commented that Castellón airport has
thus fair only aimed its advertising at
the British market. “Start promoting
yourself in German-speaking countries,
and then we’ll talk,” he concluded.
This said, Air Berlin says it is happy with
its expansion within Valencia airport,
where it is now offering a direct route
to Vienna, and flights to Amsterdam
and Basle (Switzerland) via connecting
flights in Palma.
“We’re doing very well without having
received any government grants,” says
Caspers, making a pointed dig at Ryanair.
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555,000 Compensation for prisoner wrongly convicted
A MAN from Cádiz who spent 13 years in jail for a crime he did not commit has been awarded 555,000 euros in compensation. Rafael Ricardi, who has a disability that prevents him from working, was sentenced in 1996 for the rape of
an 18-year-old girl. But DNA evidence from the girl’s clothing revealed in 2009 that he had been wrongly convicted.
Rafael’s lawyer, Antonia Alba, commented, “and you know how people get treated inside for this type of crime.”
She called for compensation in the sum of 10 million euros both on this basis and because of her client now living in
extreme poverty and being homeless as a result of his recent release from jail and inability to work.
Add to this, even if he had been completely able-bodied, it would be practically impossible for an ex-rapist to get a
job. Alba calls Rafael’s compensation from the State ‘a real cheek’, considering it insulting after what he has been
through. She is attempting to obtain him an ‘extraordinary credit’ from the Ministry of the Economy.

Three out of four Europeans want better access
to justice abroad.
Three out of four Europeans
(73%) want action to help
them resolve legal disputes
and assert their rights in other
EU Member States, according
to a new Eurobarometer survey released today. The report
coincides with European Civil
Justice Day, which aims to
raise awareness of people’s
rights to access civil justice
when they work, get married,
have children or buy goods
and services elsewhere in the
EU.
“Thanks to free movement
rights, more and more Europeans live, travel and work in
other EU countries than ever
before,” said Vice-President
Viviane Reding, the EU’s Justice Commissioner. “While Europeans benefit greatly from

free-movement rights, they
still face barriers because of
different legal systems across
the EU. We need to ensure
that these differences do not
prevent citizens from enjoying
the same access to civil justice in other Member States
as they do in their own country.”
The survey released today
shows that 56% of Europeans believe it is difficult to
access civil justice in another
EU country while only 14%
consider it to be easy. 73%
support additional measures
to facilitate access to justice
in other Member States and
52% believe such measures
should be taken through common rules at EU level.
While only 2% of those ques-

tioned have personally been
involved in legal proceedings
with a person or company
from another Member States,
a further 9% think they could
be in the future.
In terms of cross-border family law, 68% of Europeans feel
the EU should have a role in
how national rules are applied in cases of international
divorce and in financial matters for married couples from
different EU countries. In July,
EU governments gave 14 EU
countries the green light to
push forward with rules allowing international couples
to select which country’s law
would apply to their divorce.
The new rules, which still
must be approved, will allow
couples to avoid emotionally

and financially costly proceedings.
Finally, the majority (58%)
of those questioned support
additional EU measures to
improve recognition of documents between Member
States.
To make it easier for citizens to
find information on solving legal problems abroad, the Commission launched the e-justice
portal this summer. This electronic one-stop-shop for access to justice throughout the
EU offers quick answers to citizens’ legal questions with over
12,000 pages of content. So
far it has been visited 125,000
times.
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Burglar drowns syphoning fuel from moored yachts

Pedestrians more likely
to be killed than drivers
or passengers
ONE in four road deaths in the province is
Castellón is caused by pedestrians being
run over, according to statistics from the
traffic department. They say the number
of fatalities have increased by 60 per cent
in the past year. Some 52 per cent of people run over are killed in urban areas and
on pedestrian crossings. The highest-risk
age group is the over-65s, who account for
41 per cent of the total. With the recent
deaths of Pascual Lázaro from Castellón and 17-year-old Iván Arnau Flor, from
L’Alcora, who were killed when they were
knocked down by a bus in Cabanes, the
number of pedestrian fatalities for the
province is now higher than in the whole
of 2009. Spain as a whole is a high-risk
area for pedestrian deaths, with 14 per
million inhabitants – the second-highest
in Europe after Slovenia’s 18 per million,
says the RACE. Such accidents usually occur at night or in the evening, when visibility is poor, and are mostly caused by
either pedestrians crossing in unmarked
areas or by drivers jumping red lights. One
in four drivers ignores pedestrian crossings, says the RACE’s research.

A MAN has drowned whilst burgling a number of moored boats in the port
of L’Ampolla (Tarragona). He is thought to have been syphoning fuel from
the crafts when he accidentally fell into the water. Police were called out at
around 10.30hrs last Thursday when a nearby resident discovered the body.
The deceased, 41, is said to have an existing criminal record for burglaries.

Patients infected with Hepatitis C awarded compensation
SEVEN dialysis patients at the Santa Tecla kidney hospital in Tarragona will receive 52,000 euros each in compensation after being infected with Hepatitis C. The virus is believed to have been passed on to the patients in 2009 as a result of an infected needle being used to
extract a drug from a bottle. Although infected needles were not thought to be used on the patients, it is believed that this one needle may
have contaminated the supply of drugs. The seven patients were called to the hospital in December last year to warn them of the situation.
According to the regional ministry of health, each bottle of the medication should have only been used on one patient, and then destroyed.
The hospital, which is managed by the multinational firm Fresenius Medical Care, has been found guilty of negligence after a case led by the
Catalán Patients’ Ombudsman was taken to court.

Property rent costs plummet in Catalunya
RENT prices continue to fall in Catalunya, reaching an all-time low of an average of 400 euros a month. The cheapest part of the region
to rent a property is the L’Ebre district, where the monthly cost has fallen from last year’s 450 euros to 400. It is now 100 euros a month
cheaper than the average rental property in Tarragona and half of that in the metropolitan areas of the region. In Lleida, rent has fallen by
8.3 per cent, although this is half the fall experienced in the L’Ebre district. This said, rental contracts have increased in number by 34.2 per
cent in this area, with 730 being signed in just three months compared to 1,127 in the whole of 2009.

‘Facebook from beyond the grave’ via touch-screen headstones
TOUCH-SCREEN cemeteries are set to be the new multi-media tool for All Saints’ Day. The programme, Cementerios 2.0, will allow people to find
out at the touch of a button where in the graveyard a given person is buried, and get a potted biography of the person in question. It will also
allow family members and friends to write messages for each other and to leave notes of recent visits. As well as being helpful for those who
want to visit the graves of family members and friends, the tool could also allow people to learn more about famous figures buried in the town
in question. Developed by technology firm Aido, the touch-screen programme could be introduced in Valencia, where visitors to the cemetery
can find out about the famous 19th-century artists Joaquín Sorolla and Mariano Benlliure, and the early 20th-century novelist Blasco Ibáñez.
The latter two had houses in the city which are now open to the public as museums and shrines to their memory. These digital headstones have
been described as a type of ‘Facebook from beyond the grave’ and are already in use in Japan and parts of Holland.
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The M Factor Talent Show
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Rajoy threatens to scrap
same-sex marriage if he
wins elections
LEADER of Spain’s opposition, Mariano
Rajoy, says he will scrap the law allowing same-sex marriage if he is voted in
during the 2012 elections. The rightwing PP party’s position looks stronger
than ever now that many members of
the public have lost confidence in Zapatero’s socialist government due to their
poor handling of the recession.
But lesbian and gay voters – particularly those in an established relationship
– are now in a quandary as they could
see their fundamental right to be treated in the same way as heterosexual
couples be snatched from underneath
them. Rajoy, PP leader and Zapatero’s
rival, says he ‘does not care’ if the Constitutional Court is in favour of the law
allowing same-sex and mixed-sex couples to marry under exactly the same
terms and conditions. He says he ‘does
not like the idea of marriage’ except
where there is a man and a woman
involved, and considers it ‘unconstitutional’. Rajoy also wants to scrap the
recent abortion law reform. He says it is
‘completely wrong’ for a 16- or 17-yearold girl who falls pregnant to have an
abortion without her parents’ permission, or without telling them. Rajoy considers abortion to be a ‘violation of the
right to life’. Additionally, he has publicly
stated that he will not follow Zapatero’s
example of ensuring there is an equal
number of men and women on the
cabinet. When asked whether anyone
with his attitude to women should be
allowed to head up the country, Rajoy
stated: “Nobody ever gets it right all the
time, and anyone who thinks they’re always right is very wrong.”
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ITV test evaders cause thousands of fatal accidents per year
SOME two million vehicle-owners per year do not bother with an ITV test, complains test centres.
The equivalent of an MOT in Spain, the test has to be taken every two years for cars between four and 10 years old, and once
a year for cars over 10 years old. Cars of less than four years old only need a bi-annual test if the vehicle has been used as a
hire car or a courtesy car. The association of test centres, the AECA-ITV, has called for the ministry of traffic to intervene, since
it applies a tax of 3.54 euros per test and is therefore losing money.Not only that, but cars that have not had an ITV are not
guaranteed to be roadworthy and can therefore put other motorists’ lives in danger. The ministry of traffic, or the Dirección General de Tráfico (DGT), earns around 30 million euros a year from ITV tests. And according to AECA-ITV, those who do have their
cars checked religiously have a ‘moral right’ to call for the DGT to monitor and sanction those who do not, since their own lives
are being put in danger by these people each time they are out on the road. If just 15 per cent of ITV-evaders were rounded up
and forced to have their cars inspected, there would be 1,500 fewer accidents on the road – reducing the number of injuries by
2,000 and the number of deaths by 75. Additionally AECA-ITV points out that test centres are state-run because if they were to
be privately-owned, there would be a proliferation of new ones on the market attempting to undercut each other and this would
‘seriously compromise quality’. Despite this, the call for ITV centres to be privately-run and subject to the same competitive en-

The cost of parking from Barcelona to Bilbao
PARKING by the hour in Barcelona is more expensive than anywhere else in the country. Recent research by the Pro-Civil, Economic and Social Rights’ Association (ADECES) of street parking bays in 18 Spanish cities shows that the Catalán capital charges
anything up to three euros an hour for parking. Tariffs of 2.42 euros per hour in ‘blue zones’ and 2.94 euros in ‘green zones’ are
nearly three times the amount people pay in the average provincial capital. Blue zones in the 17 capitals and in the Spanishowned city of Ceuta on the north coast of Morocco attract fees of around 84 cents per hour, with green zones costing up to 1.18
euros per hour. For blue parking bays, the highest prices in the country are in Madrid, Pamplona, Sevilla and Bilbao, which cost
1.10 euros per hour – again, less than half that of Barcelona – whilst the cheapest, at 50 cents, are found in Murcia, Zaragoza
and Ceuta. Only 11 provincial capitals have ‘green zones’, which are more expensive than blue ones. The most expensive of
these, after Barcelona, is Madrid at 2.10 euros, followed a long way behind by Oviedo, Sevilla, Granada and Salamanca at 60
cents per hour; Murcia at 50 cents, and Valladolid at 30 cents, with Palma de Mallorca somewhere in between. Annual parking
fees for residents vary drastically across the country, from 7.60 euros in Toledo through to 197 euros in Ceuta, 144 in Granada,
and 135 in Salamanca. Sevilla falls roughly in the middle at a cost of 72.50 euros per year, whilst Logroño (La Rioja) charges
29 euros; Santander, 27; Madrid, 25 euros, and Palma de Mallorca, 24 euros. Barcelona charges 48 euros, with discounts of
between 12 and 24 euros for motorists with no parking fines or municipal debts incurred within the past year. ADECES says that
cars are the most lucrative tools for councils and regional governments when they seek to claw back money for their coffers.
Parking fines, speeding tickets, parking fees, and car tax all allow them to amass millions of euros a year for doing very little.

Florists shift 6.5 million euros’ worth of flowers over
Halloween weekend FLORISTS in the Comunidad Valenciana sold a whopping 6.5 million euros’
worth of flowers in just one weekend, thanks to All Saints’ Day. The day after Hallowe’en is a national holiday in Spain, when it
is traditional for people to tidy up and decorate the graves of their loved ones. Along with free bus services to the cemeteries,
this means a colossal amount of flowers shifted. In the province of Valencia alone, residents spent a total of 3.8 million euros on
flowers, whilst in Alicante, they spent 1.6 million and in Castellón, 1.1 million euros. The most popular flowers bought were roses,
chrysanthemums, gladioli, lilies and carnations. Florists have tended to wait for orders to be placed this year rather than stocking
up in advance, fearing that the recession might lead to people cutting down on their flower spending this All Saints’ Day.
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Fully Licensed
Construction company
Undertaking all aspects
of building works.
A Proffesional service
from start to finish
Business for sale. First class supermarket and internet cafe. Ideal
for a couple to run. For sale due to
owners retirement. To include all
stock. 60,000 euros.
Ground floor 3 bed. apartment
with private courtyard. Furnished.
79,000 euros
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Your Horoscope for the month of November
bY

Annabel Burton
Astrologer
november for Aries The wheel is turning and change happens. But it’s the kind of thing you

have been hoping for and working on for some time. Inevitably, decisions have to be made about what you
want to hang on to, and what you want to let go. Your aim is to be freer and lighter. Working at creating the
space to allow new opportunities to come is your main focus. Financially, your situation is much improved
but it’s not a question of having a windfall, more as a result of your clever ideas and savvy business sense.
Find out more www.AnnabelBurton.tv

november for Taurus This month sees important new developments in regard to your
closest relationship. The Full Moon on the 21st is the culmination of several shifts in gear and changes
in attitude that have brought a new and deeper understanding between you and another. The Scorpio
Sun joins with your ruler, Venus, as the start of November so take note of business ideas and partnership possibilities at this time. After the 22nd the Sagittarian Sun is fiery and optimistic. What has been a
fairly intense time, now has the benefit of a more uplifting and spontaneous mood. Find out more www.
AnnabelBurton.tv
november for Gemini While it has been a period of highlights and sociability in the preceding weeks, this month you are getting to grips with changes at work and how you arrange your day. Recent
events have shown you that what really matters may not be where you spend your time and energy and you
want to create the right circumstances that support your ideals and beliefs. Consequently, new responsibilities become a priority and you are less concerned about what others think. This idea gathers strength in
the last week, causing a few raised eyebrows!. Find out more www.AnnabelBurton.tv
november for Cancer Your intuition and instincts are working well and you are better going

with these than making decisions based purely on facts. Much of what you are dealing with this month
will revolve around your children and what you do for fun and enjoyment. Don’t rule out the possibility of
love and romance in a lighter, rather than deeper sense. You need to feel fulfilled and joyful so avoid what
causes you stress and anxiety and recognize your limitations in sorting the world out. Find out more www.
AnnabelBurton.tv

november for Leo

Intense times can be had as things that seemed to be forgotten rise up
to the surface. You welcome the chance to iron out differences and clear the air, and this works with both
family and friends. Expect some wonderful moments that can stay in your memory for years to come. The
influence of Venus ensures that your finances are in better order and will bring you into contact with the
beautiful and enjoyable this month. You feel less inclined to do battle and more willing to simply accept
what is. Find out more www.AnnabelBurton.tv

november for Virgo
You enjoy some great contacts and new friends are both intriguing and fun to be around. You realize that
you may have been in something of a rut but that’s all set to change. You have grown out of some people
and situations and consequently don’t regret moving on, as is necessary. Not only is the good for your soul,
but you learn new things too which are useful for a future endeavour and career plan. This month’s full
moon in Taurus brings together a dream come true and the means to make it happen. Find out more www.
AnnabelBurton.tv

november for Libra Links with Venus and Pluto bring intriguing situations at the start of
this month. Transformation of what is stuck and no longer useful helps with a renewing of your ideals and
thoughts about what are key factors in your life. Think about what sustains you and supports you and indeed, how you fulfill this role for others. Sometimes, you take on more than is necessary to keep the peace
but now you have to risk allowing others to take responsibility too. You are doing them a favour!. Find out
more www.AnnabelBurton.tv
november for Scorpio Do what comes naturally and know that you don’t have to justify
yourself to anyone. You have a natural wisdom and inner confidence that comes from years of quite observation which balances too much unrealistic optimism with depressing realism and find the truth. This puts
you ahead of the game and while you are willing to move on and accept inevitable change, you don’t see
why you shouldn’t enjoy the process. Take your place in a leadership role this month as it is well deserved.
Find out more www.AnnabelBurton.tv
november for Sagittarius

Although it’s that time of you when you traditionally take a
back seat until the main event in your birthday month, it’s hard to ignore that major changes are in the
pipeline for you. It’s a creative period where ideas and thoughts about where you go form here are finalized
and become a practical reality. You are in for some wonderfully escapist moments and may experience new
things that you have not known about before which appeals to the adventurer in you. The Sun is in your sign
form the 21st. Enjoy. Find out more www.AnnabelBurton.tv

november for Capricorn Team playing and being part of a group reinforces your connection to those who have been out of touch for a while. Additionally, you benefit from a real sense of camaraderie as you recognize what links you have forged over the years that tie you in a bond of friendship. You
have been planning an adventure and while Venus has been linking favourably with Pluto in your sign, this
bodes well for romantic connections. After the 21st you need to time to quietly assimilate all the amazing
progress you have made during November. Find out more www.AnnabelBurton.tv
november for Aquarius

The focus is on you this month and how the rest of the world
sees you. Your career may be part of this but it’s not the whole picture. You link in with the mood of the
moment and can easily interpret the process of change that is going on. But you have some intensely powerful experiences that give you an insight into the wider world and the strange coincidences that link you to
something that goes beyond the day to day. Your ruler Uranus, and Jupiter, link making sure that anything
is possible, however improbable. Find out more www.AnnabelBurton.tv

november for Pisces Your wildest ideas find a ready audience and you get caught up in the

possibilities. With both Uranus and Jupiter so active in your sign, it’s hard to not expect the best, believe you
can make it happen and enjoy the magic. But guard against going over the top, excess and knowing when
to stop as you do have so much confidence! Experience will be your guide. If you have the chance to travel
overseas, it could be a life changing trip. Close to home, something you see or hear sets you on a new path.
Find out more www.AnnabelBurton.tv
© Copyright 21st Century, Annabel Burton web

Cardiologist’s Funeral
A very prestigious cardiologist died and
was given a very elaborate funeral by the
hospital he worked for most of his life...
A huge heart covered in flowers stood
behind the casket during the service as all
the doctors from the hospital sat in awe.
Following the eulogy, the heart opened,
and the casket rolled inside.The heart then
closed, sealing the doctor in the beautiful
heart forever.
At that point, one of the mourners just
burst into laughter. When all eyes stared at
him, he said, ‘I am so sorry, I was just thinking of my own funeral...
I am a gynaecologist.

Pancakes

Brenda and Steve took their six-year-old
son to the doctor.
With some hesitation, they explained that
although their little angel appeared to
be in good health, they were concerned
about
his rather small penis.
After examining the child, the doctor
confidently declared, ‘Just feed him
pancakes. That should solve the problem.’
The next morning when the boy arrived at
breakfast, there was a large stack of
warm pan cakes in the middle of the table.
‘Gee, Mom,’ he exclaimed. ‘For me?’
‘Just take two,’ Brenda replied . ‘The rest
are for your father.

Can I have some
Irish
Sausages,
please?” asked the
Irishman, walking
up to the counter.
The
assistant
looked at him and
asked: “Are you
Irish?”
“Bejaysus, if I had
asked you for Italian sausage, would
you ask me if I was
Italian?” demanded
the Irishman indignantly.
“Or, if I asked for
German Bratwurst,
would you ask me
if I was German?”
Then, warming to
his theme, he went
on: “Or if I asked
you for a Kosher
hot dog, would
you ask me if I was
Jewish?”
“Or, if I asked you
for a taco, would

you ask me if I was
Mexican?
The assistant said:
“Well, no.”
“And if I asked
you for frogs legs,
would you ask me
if I was French?”
“What about Danish Bacon, would
you ask me if I was
Danish?”
“Well no, I probably
wouldn’t” conceded the assistant.
The Irishman says:
“Well, all right
then, why the feck
did you ask me if
I’m Irish just because I asked for
Irish sausages?”
The assistant replied:
“Because
you’re in Homebase......”
From Jennifer

SEND YOUR
FAVOURITE
FUNNIES TO
jokes@
inlandtrader.net

WOULD YOU MARRY AGAIN??
A husband and wife are sitting quietly in bed
reading when the Wife looks over
At him and asks the question.... “What would
you do if I died? Would you get married
Again?”
HUSBAND: “Definitely not!”
WIFE: “Why not? Don’t you like being married?”
HUSBAND: “Of Course I do..”
WIFE: “Then why Wouldn’t you remarry? “
HUSBAND: “Okay, Okay, I’d get married
again.”
WIFE: “You Would?” (with a hurt look)
HUSBAND: (makes Audible groan)
WIFE: “Would You live in our house?”
HUSBAND: “Sure, it’s a great house.”
WIFE: “Would You sleep with her in our bed?”

HUSBAND: “Where Else would we sleep?”
WIFE: “Would You let her drive my car?”
HUSBAND: “Probably, it is almost new.”
WIFE: “Would You replace my pictures with
hers?”
HUSBAND: “That Would seem like the
proper thing to do.”
WIFE: “Would You give her my jewelry?”
HUSBAND: “No, I’m Sure she’d want her
own.”
WIFE: “Would You take her golfing with you?
HUSBAND: “Yes, Those are always good times.”
WIFE: “Would She use my clubs?
HUSBAND: “No, she’s left-handed.”
WIFE: -- Silence -HUSBAND: “shit.”
From Nigel

My neighbor found out that her dog (a
Schnauzer) could hardly hear, so she took
it to the veterinarian. The vet found that
the problem was hair in the dog’s ears. He
cleaned both ears, and the dog could then
hear fine. The vet then proceeded to tell
the lady that, if she wanted to keep this
from recurring, she should go to the store
and get some “Nair” hair remover and rub it
in the dog’s ears once a month.
The lady went to the store and bought
some “Nair” hair remover. At the register,
the pharmacist told her, “If you’re going to
use this under your arms, don’t use deodorant for a few days.”
The lady said, “I’m not using it under my
arms.”
The pharmacist said, “If you’re using it
on your legs, don’t shave for a couple of

days.”
The lady replied, “I’m not using it on my legs
either. If you must know, I’m using it on my
Schnauzer.”
The pharmacist says, “Well stay off your bicycle for about a week.”

What’s a
Schnauzer?
From Nigel
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Important News on BBC TV
Frequency Changes
O

n Monday 18th October, the BBC moved
some of its channels to
different frequencies. You
may have noticed this
already, by the fact that
some of the BBC1 regions
that you normally watch
have been losing reception earlier than normal,
probably going off at the
same time as BBC2. This
is because these BBC1
regions have been moved
to frequencies similar
to BBC2, and which are
much harder to receive.
The BBC1 regions affected are:
BBC1 West (Bristol)
BBC1 Channel Islands
BBC1 East (West) (Cambridge)
BBC1 Manchester
BBC1 Leeds
BBC 1 Tunbridge Wells
The changes also affected
CBeebies and BBC Four.
As you can see one of the
BBC1 regions affected
was BBC1 Channel Islands, which was probably
the strongest BBC1 region
available in our area of
Handling
and
cutting
Spain.
It is now,
however,
one of the weakest.

However, there is some
good news, especially if
you miss BBC2.
Two BBC2 regional variations are now available for
longer periods than previously. Normally people can
lose BBC2 from mid afternoon to early evening. But
two BBC2 regions BBC2
Wales (Sky Channel 991 Freesat Channel 971) and
BBC2 Northern Ireland
(Sky Channel 992 - Freesat
Channel 969) are now on
stronger frequencies and
will be available for longer
than BBC2 England!
Sky digiboxes will have
automatically
updated
themselves with the new
frequencies. Most Freesat
receivers will also have
automatically
updated,
yet some Freesat receivers will require the user to
perform a scan to update
the frequencies in their
box. Users with “generic”
i.e. non Sky and non Freesat receivers should consult their manual as to
how to perform a scan of
the satellites for the new
frequencies.
So why the changes?
The BBC have had to

make s
pace on their existing
frequencies for the new
BBC1 HD channel. This will
be starting on Wednesday
3rd November.
This will be a full simulcast
of BBC1, and will run IN
ADDITION to the existing
BBC HD channel.
The BBCHD channel will
continue to operate showing “the best of the BBC
in HD”, and the BBC1 HD
channel will be a simulcast of BBC1.
BBC One HD and BBC
HD are available on ALL
HD satellite receiver, and
available without a Sky
card.
Should you want any further information, please
do not hesitate to contact
me:
Jon Worby - The Sat and PC Guy
96 281 9796 / 620 130 292
Website www.satandpcguy.com
Forum www.satandpcguy.com/forum

Autumn & Winter Offer Apartments
from 400 EUROS A MONTH
HOLIDAYS IN ALCOCEBRE
Excellent apartment first line
APARTMENTS FOR 2-4 PEOPLE
4-6 PEOPLE
6-8 PEOPLE

www.thetraderonline.es
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GARDENING HINTS AND TIPS
By Clodagh and Dick Handscombe. Holistic gardeners and authors
living in Spain for 25 years.

IMPROVING YOUR COMPOST HEAPS
Interestingly many male
gardeners are also fisherman and vice versa. Probably because both need
patience, are close to nature, success comes from
knowing what mix of baits
to use and what mix of dry
and wet waste to mix in
the compost heap, sweet
corn can be sown and
worms extracted from the
compost heap for baits,
and knowing when to plant
vegetables and prune fruit
trees and fish for large fish
and clear weed beds in relation to the moon - there
being lunar calendars for
both activities.
It’s therefore no coincidence that whether Dick
is fishing for small carp
with a U3A fishing club on
the river Jucar in Valencia
or fishing on the river Ebro
near Riba-Roja del Ebre
with ace fishing guide and
coach Nick Chaddock on
his favourite swim or friend
Dave in his bank side garden during October to find
larger fish that
they discussed growing
vegetables, the art of
making good compost and
whether river weed cleared
from swims with a rake or
pulled in when lines are
snagged can be used as a
layer in compost

seaweed unless using for
the asparagus bed.
So next time you fish take
a sack to fill with weed you
pull in or left on the bank
by previous fishermen but
don’t miss the bite of a
good fish.
Weed can a particular
problem on the Ebro as
there are often weed beds
from bank to bank and the
fast current can prune the
edges of weed beds.

See Dates for Discounts

VISIT OUR WEB

www.basalco.com
heaps while waiting for
bites. The answer is yes
as like sea weed it is full
of nutrients and does not
need to be washed first to
remove excess salt as oes

If you have not fished the
Ebro before it is worth fixing up a days guided fishing with Nick Chaddock
(telephone 680-820-728
) who can guide to the cur

rent hot spots and less
weedy waters between
the bank and where you
need to set your baits.
Dick did just that in conjunction with giving a talk
to the Riba-Roja gardening
group. The foto shows a
35 pound cat fish . Later it
was followed by four more
catfish including one of 56
lb and four carp up to 24
pounds.
Nick with his wife Mandy
has one of the few vegetable allotments on the once
intensively worked flood
plain of the river. Like in
our village in Valencia
most are abandoned but
unlike our village many
Riba-Roja Spaniards grow
vegetables on the roofs of
their houses.
Wherever you live our
books ‘Growing Healthy
Vegetables in Spain’ and
‘Apartment
Gardening
Mediterranean Style’ can
help you grow good vegetables and make good
composts. Happy winter
composting and fishing!

If you are interested in a talk for a local gardening or social group or are willing
to share hot fishing spots contact us on yourgardeninspain@hotmail.com.

BASALCO, cami L’Atalla SL 17-A

Tel 964412540 - 964412018
Our new email address is: info@cxivert.com
LUXURY APARTMENTS FOR SALE AND HOLIDAY RENTAL

Clodagh and Dick’s informative gardening books can now be obtained from Carrefore Gandia, the Tobac Barx, Commercial Centre Alcossebre, Ebro Valley Guest house
Riba-Roja as well as book shops and internet sites such as Santana Books and Amazon. © Clodagh and Dick Handscombe www.gardeninginspain.com October 2010.
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ST CHRISTOPHER´S ANGLICAN
CHURCH HELPS POPPY APPEAL
T

here will be a splash
of red in fashion in
the next two weeks with
poppies pinned to lapels
and clothing to mark Remembrance Day along
the Costa. St Christopher’s Anglican Church is
working with the Spanish
section of the Royal British Legion to arrange for
poppy sales at convenient locations.

Although Remembrance
Day itself is November
11th churches around
the world will be marking
the event on Sunday 14th
November.
The Reverend Paul Needle, Vicar of St Christopher’s says that this
year there will be three
services on that day
– in Alcossebre, Vinaros

and Ampolla. “Each
service will include the
traditional two minutes
silence. In Vinaros and
Ampolla the service will
be accompanied by our
three piece church band,
which includes churchwarden Michael Cowdery,
a former army musician,
who will be playing the
moving notes of the Last
Post and Reveille.”

Poppies are on sale in
ALCOSSEBRE
Cheers Shop, El Camino
Drop in Centre and the
Friends Charity Shop

VINAROS
Portico – church drop in centre

AMPOLLA
Station Bar

More information is on the church website http://www.azaharanglican.org

The M Factor Talent Show

Saturday 13th of
November
The Lanterna Theatre in
Mora de Ebre
A super Venue for a
Super Show.
250 euro Prize Money.
See page 4 for more info

Holding an Event?

El Perelló Freesia Group

Run a local club or charity?
Need a home for a pet?
Got something to say?

Alcossebre

Live in the Communidad of
Castellon, Tarragona or
Southern Barcelona?
Let everyone hear about it
It´s Simple & FREE

NEW YEARS EVE CELEBRATION
Dinner and accomodation
For more details
Tel 964414639 657900313

This Month’s
bookstalls

Email

Saturday 6th November
(At the Christmas Fair)
Saturday 13th November
at the Homogenic bar.
Saturday 27th November
at the Homogenic bar.

info@inlandtrader.net

FRIENDS OF ALCOSSEBRE CHARITY SHOP
Supporting the“ Community”

AMIGOS DE ALCOSSEBRE
TIENDA SOLIDARIA
“En Beneficio de Nuestro Pueblo”

Second-hand books galore – 1€ each
Clothing, bric-a-brac and more!
Libros de segundo mano
(inglés, alemán y castellano)
¡Ropa, artículos de decoración
y mucho más!
El Centro, Las Fuentes, Alcossebre

Tfno: 964 41 49 73

Open: 10.00h – 13:00h – Monday to Friday
Horario: 10.00h – 13:00h – De Lunes a Viernes

http://friendsofalcossebre.page.tl

www.traderlotto.com

Markets
Mon
Ametlla de Mar
Peniscola
Reus
Salou
Tortosa

Tuesaday

Alcossebre
Amposta
Camaries
Tarragona

ADVERTISE CALL 618329511

Wedensday
Ampolla
Cambrils
Hospitalet
Thursday
Ametde Mar
La Cava
Deltebre

ARCA

Friday

Ulldecona

Saturday

Sant Carles
Miami Playa
Taragona

ANUNCIO LLAMA

Refuge and Care of animals

INDOOR CARBOOT SALE
& XMAS MARKET
on November 27th
at Partycentre “SINDICAT”
CAMARLES. from 10.00 am
Followed in the Evening

AN EARLY X-MAS PARTY

with
Great Buffet and Dance from 8 o’clock

September 2010

www.thetraderonline.es • 962910095

November 2010
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NO CAR BOOT DECEMBER

SELL IT!
at the Alcossebre

CARBOOT SALE
2nd & 4th Saturday of
Future dates
Future dates
The Month
November 12th - November 27th No carboot December
Don’t throw it away. What is no longer any use to you, may be just what someone
else is looking for. Fill your car with your unwanted goods and come along.

Stall Holders From 9.00am

Just turn up on the day,
No need to book
Supermarket
Comercial

5

Restaurant

Public from 9,30 - 2,00

EUROS A PITCH

Free Pitches for Charities and non proﬁt
making organisations
Gardens/ Zoo

Cafe
PetrolStation

Great morning out
Make a day of it.
Cafe, Supermarket

Car wash

Gardens
& Mini Zoo
Restaurant,
beach 10 mins

Just turn up on the day,
No need to book a STAND

USED BOOKS 50c

Pickles & Chutney

Cards
Giftware

Free Pitches for Charities
and non proﬁt making organisations

Km 2 Carretera Alcocebre, Alcossebre

1010 advertise@thetraderonline.es
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By Paul Needle
The AVE - sleek, fast and flies like a bird!

Arriving in a year or two - Camp de Tarragona
station where the new high speed line from
Valencia and Castellon will connect

Not quite the High Speed image of trains
in Spain!

New AVE station at Tarragona where trains
from Valencia and Castellon will join the
existing high speed line

where they are building a flyover for the
line to cross a road and sports pitch. The
route then passes around the edge of
Reus airport before joining the existing
high speed AVE route at Tarragona´s new
station. When all this is complete in the
next few years the journey from Castellon
will be longer in distance but should be
considerably faster.
Barcelona to Perpignan
AVE between Barcelona and France was
planned to open in 2009 and travellers
on the AP7 towards La Jonquera and the
French border will have seen the distinctive blue power supply equipment where
the new route has been completed in
part but frustratingly the high speed
sections do not join up at the moment.
South of Perpignan the new line, through
an 8.3km (5.2 mile) tunnel under the
Perthus Pass, bringing the railway into
Spain has been ready since February last
year and but stops at a temporary interchange station in Figueres.
SNCF, the French railway company has
announced that from 12th December two
TGV high-speed trains a day from Paris to
Perpignan will be extended to Figueres
where you can change onto a Spanish
connecting service to Barcelona. My experience travelling by rail from London to
Tarragona in a day (featured in the last
edition of the Trader) would be at least
an hour quicker from then.
Because of engineering difficulties tunnelling under Barcelona city centre and
through Girona the full high speed link
which will put Barcelona within an hour of
Perpignan is predicted to open in 2012.
To make the journey even faster a new
French link has also been commissioned
from Perpignan to Montpellier.
The Cost
I paid £65 pounds from London to Per-

pignan, 27 Euros (with a Tarjeta Dorada)
from Perpignan to Barcelona then 20 Euros on the AVE to Tarragona. With metro
connections in Paris and Barcelona that
totals 115 Euros (approx £100). In Spain
is the AVE is more than 15 minutes late
you get a 50% refund and all your money
back if it more than 30 minutes late!
How to Book
Rail Europe www.raileurope.co.uk is a
good website to start with although they
can only mail tickets to UK addresses.
Eurostar http://www.eurostar.com can
book you between Perpignan and London, either via Paris which involves a
change of station or via Lille where you
merely change platforms. Bookings open
90 days before the travel date and the
cheaper seats go quite quickly.
The SNCF website www.voyages-sncf.
com is also useful for checking trains
from France to Figueres (even Barcelona)

with Eurostar providing the final leg from
either Paris or Lille.
Why do it?
Eurostar says that it doesn´t see a big
demand for travellers to Spain at present
and believes customers are not interested
in journeys taking over 6 hours. Although
rail travel from England will not undercut
the budget airlines in the short term the
ability to take more baggage and fewer
restrictions is a great advantage. While
I am not to be found wearing an anorak
on the platform in Benicarlo jotting down
train numbers I have to confess to enjoying the experience of train travel. And at
present there is still a sense of being a
pioneer. As the Californian journalist Lincoln Steffens is alleged to have said on
returning from a trip to the Soviet Union
in 1932 “I have seen the future and it
works!”
By Paul Needle

A HIGH SPEED FUTURE FOR SPAIN....
A

High Speed rail link between Valencia
and Madrid opens on 18th December
and the previous week another new line
linking France and Spain is due to see
its first trains. Spain now claims to be
a world leader with the most kilometres
of high speed train routes. Paul Needle
has been finding out how these developments can speed up the journey between
this region and the UK.
The Spanish railway industry is going into
hyper-hype mode, justly proud of its new
tunnels and viaducts which will reduce
the train journey between Valencia and
Madrid to just 90 minutes, cutting over
three hours from the present timings. The
original high speed trains (Alto Velocidad
Éspana) known as AVE´s a word which
means bird. The latest 220 mph model
is known as the Pato – because of the
designer duck-bill styling of the train´s
front. The Valencia-Madrid line is likely to
damage air travel between the two cities
and with almost 3 million passengers a
year expected it should be a commercial
success from the outset.
Meanwhile North of Valencia
You may have sampled the present service northwards from Valencia, Castellon
and Vinaros towards Barcelona but from
Ampolla it can hardly be described as a
high speed experience. As you enjoy your
on-board movie the train shuttles along
a series of single tracks with intricate
passing arrangements for those in the
opposite direction. North of Tarragona
fast trains have to compete with local
services and the quickest time currently
between Castellon and Barcelona is 2
hours 21 minutes.
Alongside the AP7 motorway near Hospitalitet you can see the earthworks for
the new high speed line which will sweep
away from the coast, past Cambrils –
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Highlights
The Daily Mirror Pride of Britain
Awards 2010

Wednesday 10th November, 8pm The
Daily Mirror Pride of Britain Awards return
to ITV1 for a twelfth year. Stars of stage,
screen, music, business and politics step
forward to celebrate the achievements of
Britain’s everyday unsung heroes. Hosted
by Carol Vorderman, the glittering awards
ceremony from Grosvenor House on London’s Park Lane honours extraordinary
people from all walks of life.

Piers Morgan’s Life Stories

Saturday 6th November, 9.30pm
In another fascinating interview revealing the real person behind a well-known
face, Piers Morgan meets singer Susan
Boyle, who burst on to the national – and
international – scene when she auditioned for Britain’s Got Talent, on which
Piers was serving as judge, in 2009.

Highlights
Rowing – World Championships
2010 Highlights

Saturday 6 November 1.00-2.15pm
John Inverdale presents highlights of the
best of the action from the first two days
of finals in the World Rowing Championships, which make a welcome return to
Lake Karapiro in New Zealand for the
first time since 1978.

The First World War From Above

Sunday 7 November 9.00-10.00pm
In a special programme for BBC One
commemorating the courage and sacrifice of those fought in the First World
War, broadcaster and writer Fergal
Keane takes a look at the conflict that
defined the 20th century using a unique
new perspective – from above.

Turn Back Time – The High
Street: The Edwardian Era

Tuesday 9 November 9.00-10.00pm
www.bbc.co.uk/history/handsonhistory
Press pack A group of modern shopkeepers and their families continue their journey of a lifetime as they are propelled
through a century of dizzying change to
live and trade through six key eras of British history.

Remembrance Week Ep 1/5
Paul O’Grady Live

Friday 12th November, 9pm
Popular presenter and comedian Paul
O’Grady brings his Friday night series
to an end with a final episode which features some top stars, great chat and a
few surprises. Over the weeks, Paul has
welcomed some incredible guests to his
entertainment extravaganza.

Monday 8 to Friday 12 November
9.15-10.00am BBC ONE
Remembrance Week is a series of five
special programmes for BBC Daytime
leading up to Remembrance Sunday.
Presented by Rav Wilding, it commemorates stories of courage, selflessness
and sacrifice from the Second World War
up to the present day.

Farewell Jack ITV

Wednesday 10th November, 7.30pm
As Bill Tarmey prepares to bid farewell
to Coronation Street after three decades
playing Jack Duckworth, this special
programme pays tribute to both the actor and the character. Bill looks back on
his years on the soap, during which the
workshy, womanising pigeon fancier Jack
became one of the nation’s best-loved
characters.

15% DISCOUNT

QUOTE THIS ADVERT WHEN
MAKING YOUR APPOINTMENT.

POOR ‘SKY’ RECEPTION ?
ARE YOU FED UP LOOSING YOUR FAVOURITE
PROGRAMMES ?
HAS THE WIND MOVED YOUR DISH ?

The Sat Man will check and
realign your dish & lnb
Phone Chris on
687 954 437 NOW!

*Installations from €175.00.

Back on the Job

Monday 8th November, 10pm ITV
Series in which celebrities take a trip
down memory lane as they relive some
of the jobs they used to do before fame
took them down another road. This week,
it is the turn of Boyzone’s Shane Lynch

Motor Insurance - Household Insurance – Pet Insurance – Health Insurance
“We are the largest insurers of expatriates in Spain and Portugal”
Policies and helpline in English

Tel – 964412803
When responding to an advert mention you saw it in THE TRADER please.
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1 New Look. Cable-knit scarf, £7.99,
Fairisle chunky cardy, £22.99, tube skirt
£8, tights, £4.99, fur boots, £29.99, mini
satchel £12.99. 2 Apricot. Purple knitted
off-the-shoulder dress, £26. 3 Marisota.
jumper, from £35. 4 Jane Norman.
Cable-trim belted cardi coat, £42. 5
asos.com. Cardigan. 6 Esprit. Red
festive jumper, £48. 7 French
Connection. Queen Bee harem
trousers, £75. 8 Mint Velvet. Chunky
stitch knit coat, £85. 9 Next. Chunky
Fairisle waistcoat, £60. 10 Debenhams.
Rocha.John Rocha maxi knitted dress,
£70. 11 East. Beaded knit cardigan, £85.
12 Sainsbury's Tu Clothing. Grey
oversized collar cardigan, £22, silver
sequin dress, £20, sequin hat, £5.

8

All wrapped up
Cosy up under the Christmas tree with
this winter’s super snuggly knitwear.
fter all that dressing up in the run up to Christmas, there’s
just one thing you want to do on the big day itself – slob
out and stuff your face full of Quality Street. Right? No
shame in that. Even the most demanding fashion diva is allowed
one day off a year – when you hang up your heels and search out
something a little more comfy. That said, there’s no need to let
standards slip completely…
Instead, check out some of this winter’s super cosy casual
knitwear – perfect for snuggling up in style on Christmas day. It’s
the lazy girl’s guide to looking chic. Throw on one of these natty

A

knits and you’ll be super glam as you chop up the sprouts. If
you’ve got guests coming for Christmas dinner, a knitted jumper
dress will have you looking smart while feeling snug. This floorlength Rocha.John Rocha dress at Debenhams (£70) is the
slinkiest option. Otherwise, check out Apricot’s alpine-themed
jumper dress, or Marisota’s cool camel number (£35).
Another way to keep up the glam factor is go for something
with added sparkle, like this twinkly top from East (£85). Or team
your cosy cardie with a sparkly beret or silver belt as at Tu at
Sainsbury’s. Alternatively, a festive-themed pattern will keep you
looking Christmassy. Try Next (cardie £60) or Esprit. New Look
has gone the whole hog with a reindeer themed cardigan
(£22.99), teamed with cosy furry boots (£29.99).
But when all the guests have gone, you can really let it all hang
out. These cool yet cosy French Connection harem trousers
(£75) are the perfect option after a full Christmas Dinner. Team
with a cute wrap from asos.com or a big chunky cardie from
Jane Norman (£42) or Mint Velvet (£85). Now, where did that
giant tin of Roses go?

10

11

12

All photography courtesy of PRshots

ADVERTISE CALL 618329511

ANUNCIO LLAMA 618329511 EMAIL advertise@thetraderonline.es

Tel 964412803
902 887 243

Trader Classiﬁeds Now available on online.
If you missed this months issue then go to www.thetraderonline.es where you can
place your Free Classifieds for sale online Free of change*
* This applies to personal items under 500 euros. All Business related classifeds, motors cars bikes
and property do not apply please call for details 902733622
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Avoid winter
mould growth
It creeps across walls and
ceilings, it hides behind furniture and clothes!
And no matter how much
bleach you apply ‘The Thing’
keeps returning. Normally
not an issue during the summer months, it’s winter time
when the problem of condensation related mould is most
evident.
Often mistaken for penetrating or rising damp, condensation related mould is a problem in most Spanish houses,
even new ones. As well as
being unsightly, mould can
aggravate and cause respiratory problems particularly in
for elderly, young and asthmatics. The associated musty
smell will make the property
less attractive to both rental
clients and potential buyers.
Diagnosis:- Identifying the
cause of damp can be difficult, and may require use of
a damp meter, but condensation related mould is typically
green to black in colour and
normally located at high level
(e.g. wall /ceiling junctions) on
the outer walls of bedrooms.
Commonly it is also present
behind beds and other furniture that sits against an outer
wall. Many penetrating damp
issues don’t result in mould,
so green / black patches or
spots on outer walls are more
commonly a sign of problems
caused by water vapour from
within the living space.
What Causes it?:- Unfortunately its often you, the occupier (and probably your
guests). Normal occupancy
involves cooking, washing,
bathing and breathing, all of
which produce water vapour.
This vapour remains airborne
as a gas until it either leaves
the property, (through ventilation) or finds a cold surface
to condense. The surface
dampness caused by condensation is normally just the

right low level to encourage
mould growth, which is triggered by generally present
airborne spores.
In addition to vapour from living activities, the evaporation
of other damp sources e.g.
leaking water pipes, rising
damp etc will also aggravate
the problem. Any house that
has not been occupied for
some time, but features recent mould growth may well
have leaking pipes or rising
damp. An unventilated sub
floor void will also cause airborne humidity to enter the
living space, unless a continuous damp proof membrane
has been incorporated in the
floor (not normal in Spain).
External walls are generally colder especially where
insulation or voids are not
included e.g. solid wall / ceiling junctions, concrete lintels
and ring beams, or simply
corners (where insulation
may not meet). Typically the
problem will be most evident
in these areas (especially
if north facing), however
moving furniture away from
outer walls will often reveal
sometimes quite shocking
amounts of mould. The reason for this is that furniture
(especially beds), restrict wall
surface air flow and insulate
the wall from convected and
radiated heat. As the wall behind the furniture becomes
much colder than the rest of
the house, condensation will
result, the mould also happens to prefer less UV light,
so darker areas promote
even more growth.
Which properties are most
prone?:- Unfortunately newer
properties can be more prone
than say a 30 year old villa,
because older properties
tend to feature single glazing and draughty openings in
general. Conventional open
fires or wood burners encour-

age a constant circulation of
air, when compared to modern balanced flue boilers*.
Single glazing also serves as
a ‘sacrificial’ point, encouraging vapour out of the air.
While double glazing may
feature trickle vents (not normal in Spain), or wall vents
may be in place, it’s human
nature to close these at the
very time when condensation
is at its worst e.g. cold winter
days and nights. While most
new build properties now
incorporate insulation poor
architectural detailing and on
site practice inevitably result
in numerous cold bridging
points within the property,
this combined with warm
windows, sealed openings,
inadequate through ventilation (both to sub floor area
and the living space itself )
and modern heating, is likely
to result in a more exaggerated problem. (Recent building
regulations now require natural ventilation to be included
on new builds).
*NB:- Installation of gas, oil
or solid fuel fires or wood
burners, must be accompanied by increased ventilation
in newer properties, to avoid
the risk of suffocation in an
over sealed room.
As water vapour increases so
does the air pressure, as a
result, vapour tends to travel
easily through the property
often causing mould in colder
rooms, which can be a long
way from the original vapour
source, e.g. kitchen. Many
new build property owners
wrongly assume that water
is penetrating from outside.
While water ingress e.g. into
the outer leaf of blocks, will
encourage more cold bridging and hence more internal
condensation, it is actually
less common for external
damp to penetrate the whole
wall. The repainting of a property will not solve the conden-

sation problem alone.
How to get rid of it:- The most
prone areas can ultimately
be insulated from the inside
e.g. through application of a
glass fibre or polystyrene insulation, fixed with screwed
treated timber battens and
finished with a ‘vapour check’
membrane with skim coated
plasterboard over. The vapour check must be included
(and well sealed at edges)
to prevent vapour from penetrating through the insulation to the cold wall surface.
Other methods can be used
including spray applied polyurethane foam (plastered
over) or the formation of a
cavity e.g. a 5cm lining of
ceramic cellular blocks over
cavity insulation (well butted
to surround walls and ceiling).
Slimline foil products such as
‘Actis’ can be used, but must
be set in a ventilated void or
well sealed.
‘Anti Moho’ sprays and paints
can also be purchased. Ideally wash affected areas first,
(e.g. with warm water and
washing up liquid). Once dry,
spray apply ‘Anti Moho’ treatment (ventilate well and use
mask), leaving it on wall to
dry properly (24 hrs), then
paint with two coats of ‘Anti
Moho’ paint (a good paint
shop can add an antimoho
treatment to a paint of your
choice).

Then follow these simple
rules to reduce the problem:• Increase ventilation and
heating to all living areas.
Add trickle vents to existing
windows or persiana boxes
(easiest option). Also add
vents to problem wardrobes.
• Add airbricks to sub floor
voids or riser pipes if below
ground level, (vents should be
on all or at least two opposing sides to ensure through
ventilation).

• If installing double glazing,
make sure it features trickle
vents.
• If installing central heating
locate radiators on external
walls e.g. under windows.
• Place dehumidifiers (chemical or mechanical) within the
affected rooms.
• Always use ‘Antimoho’
paint when redecorating internal living areas including
wardrobes.

• If there is no void and no
membrane, consider adding
a liquid membrane and tiling
over, to reduce the humidity
passing up through the floor.

Each damp source has a specific solution. Proper diagnosis of damp is an essential
part of the elimination process.

• Ensure that kitchens and
bathrooms have good natural ventilation or install mechanical extractors. (Keep
lids on pans. Putting cold
water in bath before hot can
significantly reduce steam).
Open window and close door
after use.

If you have a building structure
related question you can e-mail
Mark for free initial advice :–
markpaddon@terra.es A free 15
page buyer’s guide is also available on request.

• Make sure that your tumble drier discharges to external air.
• Avoid use of gas bottle or
paraffin heaters.
• Open bedroom windows
when you get up in the morning (ask guests to do the
same).

Up to 6mb broadband +

NB:- Information for advice purposes only. Proper legal and
safety procedures should be followed for all property purchases
and building works.
Information provided by Mark
Paddon BSc Hons Building
Surveying. MCIOB. Structural
Surveys, purchase advice and
expert witness reporting in the
Valencia-Alicante and Castillon
regions. www.surveysspain.com
T: 962807247 M: 653733066
Copyright- Mark Paddon 2010

Only

56,87€

400 minutes FREE calls to the UK & Europe PER MONTH

+
10€ off
Plus I.V.A

Line rental included!

English speaking technical department. Answer phone in English. No Hidden Extras

BT Mobile internet and Telephone Services available start saving NOW!

Now you have a choice with BT in Spain

Tel 902733633

www.authoriseddealerspain.com

Every Month
for the 1st 6 months
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6. In which sporting event
does Goldie compete
against Isis?
7. What valley in
California is best
known for producing
fine wines?
8. Which character was
played by Jason
Donovan’s father
Terence when he joined
the cast of Neighbours
in 1990?
9. What is the minimum
age for purchasing
alcohol in the USA?
10. Which religion has
Brahman priests?

Jason Donovan –
see Question 8
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EACH number in our Cross Code grid represents a
different letter of the alphabet. You have three letters
in the control grid to start you off. Enter them in the
appropriate squares in the main grid, then use your
knowledge of words to work out which letters should
go in the missing squares.
As you get the letters, fill in other squares with the
same number in the main grid and control grid. Check
off the alphabetical list of letters as you identify them.

THE EQUALISER

HOW many words of four
letters or more can you make
from this Nonagram? Each
word must use the central
letter, and each letter may be
used only once. At least one
word using all nine letters can
be found.

A T O
N C S
H N I

PLACE a different arithmetical sign
(add, subtract, multiply, divide) in
each circle so that the total of each
line across and down is the same.
Perform the first calculation in each line first and
ignore the mathematical law which says you
should always perform division and multiplication
before addition and subtraction.

7

Guidelines: 34 Good; 42 Very Good; 50 Excellent.
Any word found in the Concise Oxford Dictionary (Tenth Edition) is
eligible with the following exceptions: proper nouns; plural nouns,
pronouns and possessives; third person singular verbs; hyphenated
words; contractions and abbreviations; vulgar slang words; variant
spellings of the same word (where another variant is also eligible).
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PREVIOUS
SOLUTION:
(1) Across – Zaïre; Rests; Shell;. Down – Zeros; Issue; Easel.
(2) Across – Blunt; Orbit; Dense. Down – Broad; Urban; Title.

PREVIOUS SOLUTION:
ahem; anthem; ashen; atheism; hast; haste; hasten; hate;
heat; heist; hest; hetman; hint; hist; HISTAMINE; isthmian;
mash; mashie; mesh; meths; neath; saithe; sham; shame;
shea; shen; shim; shin; shine; sinh; smith; than; thane;
theism; then; thiamine; thin; thine; this.

WORD PYRAMID

0

SPELL out a 15-letter word or
phrase by moving from one
chamber to another within
the pyramid. You may
only enter each of the
V
chambers once and
may only proceed
through openings in
S
the walls. The first
letter may appear
R H
in any of the
chambers.
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1
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E

USING all 16 letters of the phrase
above, form four words each of four
letters which will fit in the grid to form
a magic square in which the words
can be read both
horizontally and
vertically.
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ACROSS

DOWN

1. Penny’s way to attract
attention? (4)
4. The race is a masterpiece
(7)
8. Broadcast how power is
deployed (12)
9. Allowed to have had an
illness (8)
10. Are collections not made
in this church? (4)
12. Possibly nice to see (6)
14. Nerve cell coming from
timeless uncharged
particle (6)
16. Fruit Emil crushed (4)
17. Way of getting at editor
who had retrieved
information (8)
20. How a competent sailor
should be valued? (5,3,4)
21. Meet ram (3,4)
22. Connector coming from
kiln (4)

2. Line at end of letter
shoots up (5)
3. Something one is prone
to have (8)
4. Arch in the road (6)
5. Some of the cheap seats
are in the recess (4)
6. Agitator using a spoon?
(7)
7. Anxious about business
Edward concluded (9)
9. Plant used to treat
owner’s flu (9)
11. Not a change for the
better (8)
13. Squirrel monkey found in
West Country river first
(7)
15. Shortly split from his
personality perhaps (6)
18. Girl with less than one
room (5)
19. Mum’s getting in some
beef perhaps (4)

QUICK CROSSWORD
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PREVIOUS
SOLUTION: lewd;
ever; were; drey.

Easy

8
7
3 9
7
3 1 2
2
2
9
3 6 9
1
4
8

8

2

8

PREVIOUS SOLUTION: Clockwise from
top left – divide; subtract; multiply; add.
Total: 9.

THERE is just one simple rule in Sudoku. Each row and each column must contain the
numbers 1 to 9, and so must each 3 x 3 box. This is a logic puzzle, and you should not need to guess.

1

1

6

MAGIC SQUARE
YET MOSTLY
SEE CLUE

PREVIOUS SOLUTION: Pure mathematics.

SUDOKU

1

10

FIVE ALIVE
HERE are two
miniature fivesquare crosswords
using the same
grid – but the
letters have been
mixed up. You
have to work out
which letters
belong to which
crossword.

8

3

PREVIOUS SOLUTION:
1

1

12

1. What colour in heraldry
is known as gules?
2. What do the initials
DAB represent on
modern radio
receivers?
3. What was the name of
the fictional prison in
the TV series Porridge?
4. Which US chain store
company owns the UK
supermarket group
ASDA?
5. What, in the Japanese
chivalry code of
bushido, was the ritual
of seppuku?

PREVIOUS SOLUTION: 1 A green sprig of oak leaves and acorns; 2 St Stephen’s Day; 3 Romania;
4 The virginal; 5 Riff Raff; 6 Antonio Banderas; 7 Tbilisi; 8 They have all featured on British £20
notes; 9 Red; 10 Pasadena, California.

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
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ACROSS

DOWN

1. Prattles (anag.) (8)
8. Wide street (6)
9. Agitate (4)
10. Horse (3)
11. Metamorphic rock (6)
12. Mental approach (8)
15. Tufted beard (6)
16. Drive away (6)
20. Afternoon rest (6)
24. Braids (6)
27. Goose liver (4,4)
28. Car fuel (6)
29. Belonging to us (3)
30. Land measure (4)
31. African country (6)
32. Learned written
composition (8)

2. Edible tuber (6)
3. Dexterous (6)
4. Language (6)
5. Torn (6)
6. Niche (6)
7. Follow (6)
12. Matures (4)
13. Story (4)
14. Written material (4)
17. ---- of Man (4)
18. Couple (4)
19. Deprivation (4)
21. Glacial period (3,3)
22. Hallowed place (6)
23. At sea (6)
24. Recipe (anag.) (6)
25. Appalled (6)
26. Zodiac sign (6)

PREVIOUS CROSSWORD SOLUTIONS:

9
8

31

CRYPTIC: Across – 1 Chitchat; 6 Core; 8 Kidney; 9 Unpick; 10 Preference; 12
Ironed; 14 Hasten; 15 Pasteboard; 19 Asking; 20 Settle; 21 Snag; 22 Toyshops.
Down – 2 Heir; 3 Ton-up; 4 Hayseed; 5 Truce; 6 Cypress; 7 Recycled; 11 Breaks
in; 13 Nothing; 14 Hearsay; 16 Bight; 17 Ditch; 18 Flop.
QUICK: Across – 1 Cucumber; 5 Amos; 9 Emperor; 10 Abyss; 11 Tip; 12
Seraph; 15 Loose; 17 Lyre; 19 Elapse; 22 Assess; 24 Talk; 26 Inner; 27 Aerial; 30
Ion; 32 Eased; 33 Clamour; 34 Tram; 35 Statuary.
Down – 1 Chew; 2 Copse; 3 Maria; 4 Earthy; 6 Maypole; 7 Suspense; 8 Naples;
13 Rip; 14 Plea; 16 Reticent; 18 Rake; 20 Amnesia; 21 Stride; 23 Ski; 25 Lancet;
28 React; 29 Aroma; 31 Army.

October 2010

November 2010
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l Maestrazgo covers
the north of Castellón, the southern edge
of Cataluña, and the western tip of Aragón, and was
perfectly happy as a region
long before the central government hacked it up to become part of three separate
autonomous regions. Locals
still think of it thus and are
left alone in their allegiance,
given that it is mainly small
rural towns with not a lot of
political clout.
This is to the benefit of the
visitor, as the Maestrazgo is
a region of views off to eternity with little to interrupt
them other than the odd village appearing to hang on to
a mountain top for dear life.
Sant Mateu is typical of a
small Medieval town. Everything radiates off a central
square, the Plaza Mayor or,
as it is sometimes known
locally, the Plaza Angel because of the angel that tops
the fountain in the square.
The plaza is one of those
lovely arcaded squares with
little streets running off
from its corners and, thankfully, still has some proper
village-type shops, although
it is mainly taken up with
cafes and even the odd estate agent is sneaking in.
The pretty 18th century
Fuente del Ángel, symbolising San Mateo Evangelista,
keeps serene watch over
the square, but if you want
to see the original 14th century version, minus odd bits
and pieces, you will have to
visit the Museo Histórico-Etnológico Municipal on Calle
Historiado Betí.
Hisóriador Betí was originally the ‘posh’ part of town
and has some excellent examples of the architecture
of the Maestrazco from the
14th and 15th centuries,
including the Corta Nova,
where the local court is now
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Sant
Mateu
Hidden
Behind
the
Walls
The Pituresque Heart of the Maestrazgo
Morella
By Derek Workman

held, and the Museo. The Museo houses a small collection
of local artefacts including the
originals of the Fuente del Angel
and the Fuente de Santa Maira
de Montesa, originally documented in 1365 and named
after the Order of Montesa, a
soldier-monk order, once as famous as the Knights Templar,
and a model of a stately home
of the 14th century. The tourist office is in the same building, but it really could do better.
Despite having brochures and
leaflets for all sorts of places
in the area all it could provide
for San Mateu, probably one of
the most historic towns in the

region, was a miserable black
and white street map with a
few bits of information on the
back.
In keeping with the amount of
placios and grand facades in
the town, Muebles Vaquer, also
on Históriador Betí has gone
way over the top with its fancy
entrance, with painted ceiling
coloured glass panels, arches,
pillars and hanging lanterns
shaming the awful furniture on
sale.
Sant Mateu isn’t short of grand
buildings although unfortunately most of them are closed
to the public. The sheer gothic

magnificence of the 16th century Palau del Marques de Villores is worth a stroll up Calle
Vols for a gander. This building
is part of a number that cause
me great frustration. Over the
last few years a series of exhibitions called Paisajes Sagrador
– Holy Landscapes – has been
touring the Valencian Community. Unbelievably vast amounts
of money have been spent on
restoring churches and historic
buildings but, as soon as the
exhibition moves on most of the
buildings are closed to the public once more. A sheer waste of
money, as far as I’m concerned,
that such wonderful buildings

15
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shouldn’t be kept alive
and open to visitors once
they are restored. Fortunately, the Convento
de la Monjas Agustinas
(16th-18th century) just
up the street from the
Palau, like the famed
Windmill club in London,
never closes.

Just off the Plaza Mayor
but nonetheless dominating it and the whole
of San Mateu with its
majestic presence, is the
Iglesia Arciprestal, built
by the military order San
Jaun del Hospital in the
13th century (religion
could be a pretty warlike affair in those days).
The church corresponds
to the type known as
de conquista, churches
built during the time of
the fight to claim lands
for Christianity and drive
out the Moors. It was extended during the 14th
century when the Order
of Montesa took over
the town. An urn is said
to contain a reliquary of
Saint Clement the Martyr (although they are
also said to be of an
anonymous martyr but
he can’t have been that
anonymous if they call
him Saint Clement).
To discover more about
Spain, visit www.derekworkman-journalist.com
and http://derekworkman.
wordpress.com. http://valpaparazzi.wordpress.com
are random notes about life
in Spain.

Derek Workman’s books,
Inland Trips from the Costa
Blanca and Small Hotels
and Inns of Eastern Spain
are available from most
good books shops or direct
from the publisher, Santana Books, www.santanabooks.com or Tel. 95 248

5838.
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Turkey and all the trimmings
For the cook of the household, Christmas Day is a
challenge. With expectations high, and kitchens
stretched to their limits,
cooking the Christmas turkey and all the trimmings
to perfection can be tough.
It’s time for home cooks to
learn a few chef tricks.

lenge when you are tight on
oven space and cooking for
the masses.

Chef Hugh Fearnley-Whittingstall advises that you
start off with the right
floury potato, such as

Oliver’s solution: “I like to
push stuffing between the
turkey’s skin and breasts,
increasing the thickness
of the breasts so they take
the same time to cooks as
the legs. The result: juicy
turkey all round.”

Cara or King Edward. Parboil the potatoes in gently
boiling salted water for
about eight minutes. Leave
to cool completely then
scratch roughly with a fork
and season with a little fine
salt. Use an oil that can
withstand high temperatures, such as sunflower or
groundnut oil, and preheat
until the oil is sizzling hot.
Baste as soon as they go
into the pan so they have a
light coating of oil from the
start and roast for 45 minutes in a hot oven. If you
want to make them ahead
of time, remove 10 minutes
early, drain away the oil and
put in a dry oven dish. You
can then pop them back in
the oven ten minutes before serving and they will
retain their crispiness.

Cooking perfect roast potatoes is another big chal-

As for the gravy, only homemade will do for Delia

Turkey is the dish of the day
in most households, yet so
many people end up with a
dried out bird.
“One of the biggest challenges when cooking a
turkey is that the legs take
longer than the breasts,”
says Jamie Oliver. “The
breasts dry out in the oven
while you’re waiting for the
legs to cook.”

smith. “Commercially produced gravy mixes, highly
flavoured beef extracts,
meat cubes or stock cubes
are not needed,” she says.
“The chemical flavours
will not enhance the meat
at all. Smith advises that
you make the extra time
to make your own using
the meat roasting tin containing its fat and juices or
the pan in which the meat
has been browned. The additional liquid can be wine,
dry cider, stock or even water, which you can thicken
with cornflour.”
Bread sauce is a wonderful accompaniment for all
the trimmings and it’s so
easy to make your own
instead of using a packet
mix. Brian Turner’s recipe
uses two thirds of milk and
one third of double cream,
which is gently brought to
the boil with softened onions, six cloves and one
bayleaf. The sauce is left to
infuse for 20 minutes and
is then strained into a new
pan. A large pinch of fresh
breadcrumbs is added with
salt and a pinch of cayenne

pepper and the sauce is simmered for two minutes.

Turner says, “Make at the last
minute, put a blob of butter on
top so it doesn’t skin and remember it will get thicker as it
stands.”
And then there’s the sprouts.
Love ‘em or loathe them, Brussels sprouts are part and parcel of Christmas dinner. Nigella

ALL I WANT FOR CHRISTMAS
IS PARAMOUNTZONE.COM

Forget traipsing the High Street with the masses for your Christmas presents this year and
instead head to ParamountZone.com where
you’ll find an exciting range of fun gifts and
lifestyle accessories that will keep the entire
family happy.
From exclusive boy’s toys and funky high-tech
gadgets, to cool gifts with a twist and unusual
stocking fillers, this leading UK ecommerce
consumer site is a real Christmas cracker.
Below are some of the great gifts you’ll find
on the site (you can watch a video demo for
most products before you buy), that will make

everyone happy on Christmas Day.
TOP GADGET GIFTS:
Magic Wand Remote Control (£48.99) – After
appearing on BBC’s Dragon’s Den, this exceptional product is destined to be on thousands
of Christmas wish lists this year. The authentic looking ‘magic wand’ universal remote
gives you the enchanting power to take control of any TV, DVD player or anything using an
infrared remote control system.
Robot Vacuum Cleaner XR Advanced
(£139.99) – The latest model of the Robot
Vacuum automatically cleans floors and re-

Lawson believes that the poor
sprout has earned a bad reputation from generations of overcooking.
“When a sprout is allowed to
keep a bit of bite, it has a nutty
freshness,” Lawson says. “It
helps if the sprouts you’re cooking are relatively small.”
Lawson’s delicious recipe for
sprouts uses cubed pancetta
fried gently in oil before add-

charges its power without you ever having to
lift a finger. It can be programmed to clean
at a specific time and it’s object sensors ensure it won’t get stuck in corners or fall down
stairs. A ParamountZone.com exclusive.
Gyro Zoomer Remote Control Helicopter
(£22.99) – Achieving the impossible, the
tiny Gyro Zoomer has amazing controllability
in all directions, and it’s latest Gyro technology sets it apart from any previous models of
mini remote control helicopter’s. It’s also the
smallest remote control gyro helicopter in the
world. A ParamountZone.com exclusive.
FOR THE BOYS:
Mini Remote Control Racing Cart (£11.99 single, £19.99 two-pack, £37.99 four-pack) – Yet
another exclusive boy’s toy, these mini 1:23
Scale (about 12cm long) Mini Remote Control
Racing Karts have working front headlights,
rubber tyre treads to give extra control at high
speeds and feature front and rear suspension to prevent speed loss when going over
uneven ground.
Mr Beer Premium Gold Beer Starter Set
(£74.99) – Perfect for the budding brewer in
your life, the makers of America’s most popular homebrew kits introduce a simple and reusable starter kit containing everything needed to make delicious beer from scratch.
Touchscreen Digital Golf Scorecard (£12.99)
- Exclusive to ParamountZone.com, this is the
first digital touch-screen golf score-keeper to
hit the UK. An ideal gift for the golfer who has
everything, this pocket-sized scorer tracks
stroke-by-stroke for 18-hole courses for up to
four players at a time.
Walkie Talkie Watches (£39.99) – Another
ParamountZone.com exclusive, these lightweight super high-tech watches not only have
the features you’d expect from an advanced
timepiece, but also act as walkie talkies, enabling convenient 2-way communication over a
three-mile range.

ing butter and vacuum-packed
chestnuts. Once the chestnuts
have been broken down, a dash
of marsala wine and the mixture
is allowed to reduce. Sprouts
that have been pre-boiled for
five minutes are added along
with a handful of fresh parsley.
Now all you need to do is steam
your vegetables and pour yourself a glass of sherry.

FOR THE GIRLS:
Wifi Bathroom Scales (£117.99) – Everytime
you use these innovative bathroom scales the
results are wirelessly sent to a custom app on
your iPhone or PC that turns the information
into a useful series of results that can monitor
weight loss or gain, growth and BMI changes
over time. Perfect for helping you reach your
goals by monitoring progress.
Spa Glow Bath Lights (£4.99 2 lights, £19.99
10 lights) – Exclusive to ParamountZone.com,
these press-on bath lights gradually phase
through a range of seven colours, creating
the perfect relaxation zone. Pour a glass of
wine, climb into the bath and just lie back and
unwind. The spa glow bath lights give a soft
ambient glow to the bathroom and are completely waterproof.
FUN STOCKING FILLERS:
ParamountZone.com carries a huge selection of unusual stocking fillers, such as the
novelty One Million Pound Note (£1.99), the
new improved must-have Solar Powered Mobile Phone Charger (£19.99) and the Alcohol
Breath Tester Keyring (£5.99), which is perfect for the party season.
FOR THE KIDS:
ParamountZone.com has a wide range of innovative, educational and fun toys for kids of
all ages, including a Solar Powered Racing Car
Kit (£12.99), http://www.paramountzone.
com/im-as-big-as-height-chart.htm’ target=’_
blank’>Microwavable Cozy Plushes (£8.99),
which lets people see if they’re as tall as a
postbox, whale’s heart or even Pele.
To place your order or for full details of all the
products mentioned and to browse a complete Christmas gift guide, gift finder tool,
customer reviews and video demonstrations
of most products, visit ParamountZone.com.
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EDITORIAL BY GONZALO BLANCO lawyerblanco@yahoo.es

RENEGOTIATING YOUR MORTGAGE AND
CREDIT IN SPAIN Some advice before you begin
offer in writing. The conditions offered must
be transferable to the existing loan. This
“transferable offer” is required to start the
process.

Can clients change their mortgage to another bank whenever
they want?

S

peak with your bank and never
stop making your payments. All
banks have to offer ways to refinance debts. Banks always prefer to be
paid, even if it takes longer, rather than
have a delinquent on their hands.

If you have personal loans, cancel them and
regroup them together with your mortgage,
since personal loans tend to have higher interest rates.

Stay away from finance/credit companies and go straight to the banks.

If your home is auctioned, it doesn’t always
solve the problem. If the bank does not receive full payment on your debt with the sale,
you will continue to owe them money. Giving
the bank the keys to your home will not take
care of your mortgage. Your home may be appropriated for only 50% of its value to cover
late fees and interest. After that, the bank
has the right to cede the house to a third party without being reflected in their accounts. At
this point, there are only two solutions: Bankruptcy (which is normally not an option given
by the judge) or looking for a buyer willing to
pay more for your house than the bank.
If your bank is not helpful, go to other banks
and explain your situation.

How can conditions of your
mortgage change?
•
•
•
•
•

Raising or lowering capital
Extending Length of the mortgage period
Conditions of interest
The method or system of settlement and
any other financial conditions of the loan
The modification or rendering of personal
guarantees

Changing Banks

Just because you get your mortgage from
one bank does not mean you have to stay
with them for forever. It is possible to transfer
mortgages from one bank to another that has
better offers for the payment plan, interest or
both.

How do you Change Banks

If another bank offers you better mortgage
conditions, the new bank must present this

Currently, changing of banks is limited. Although you technically do not need the initial
bank’s approval, they may offer the same or
better conditions.

Postponing the payment
obligation

Through the Instituto de Credito Oficial (ICO),
there is a possibility of temporary and partial
deferment of the payment obligation. It is
50% of the amount of the monthly mortgage
payments from the period between March
1st, 2009 and February 28th, 2011, with the
following requisites:
A minimum of 500 Euros to a maximum
of 12,000 Euros monthly
-

In favor of set resident groups in Spain

What happens if you don’t pay?

If you don’t pay the first month due, the bank
will call to make sure no error was made on
either part. If you then pay the bill, you simply
must pay the late charge and the problem is
resolved.
If payments continue to be unpaid from
the 2nd and up to the 5th month, the bank
will take all the steps to receive payment. If
they do not succeed they will set up an appointment with you to negotiate changes on
your mortgage. They will request proposals
for lower payments and will study the possibilities to come to an agreement. Some of
which include lengthening the mortgage payment terms or paying only the interest for a
set period of time. If you find yourself in this
situation, you will have already accumulated
charges, raising your total debt.

est, which will continue to increase.
After 12 to 18 months, a jury will set the date
to auction off your home. You may still pay the
debt including late fees and interest (which
will be a considerable amount) and stop the
auctioning process up to the date of the auction. If you do not do this, you will come to a
critical and painful time: Your house will be
sold in an auction and you will have to move
out.

Auctions

Once the auction of your home is publicized
adequately, steps will be taken to proceed
with the auction. The property will start at a
price equivalent to the amount owed to the
bank plus late fees and interest accrued up
to this point.

debt plus charges. In this case, the bank will
keep the money paid and you will still owe
what they were unable to receive to cover the
debt. They will come after you, and more importantly, any co-signers on the mortgage. In
this process, the judge will determine how to
proceed with the remaining debt. They may
decide to put an embargo on other possessions you have, possessions the co-signer
has, or take a percentage of your income, etc.
The objective of the bank will be to recuperate the monies that were not covered by the
sale of the property.

Your home may not sell in the first auction, so
more will be held. If it still does not sell, it may
be put up for sale without a price, only asking for offers. If it continues without a buyer,
the judge will decide what to do and the bank
may be able to keep your home even though
you have not paid your debt.
If your home is sold during the Auction process, one of two things will happen:
1) The amount obtained is more than your
debt plus charges. In this case, the bank will
reimburse you the extra money.
2) The amount obtained is less than your

During this time, something very important
to be aware of will also occur. If you don’t pay,
you should balance your account in terms of
your unpaid debt. This means that you should
reserve an amount equivalent to your credit
according to the rules of the bank of Spain.
The money will not be taken out of your account, but it will be frozen.
On month 6th of non payment, and no agreement has been met. The bank will ask for a
foreclosure on your mortgage. They will ask
a judge to activate the guarantees that you
signed in the presence of a notary when you
first signed for your mortgage. At this point,
you can still take care of the problem if you
pay the money owed plus late fees and inter-

MOVERS
Spain-Uk-Spain
Regular trips
Full load, ½ load,
part load
Deliveries and
Collections in spain
Free estimate
Tel : 666810338

Speedy Service
Assured

European Delivery and Collection
Tel - Spain 0034 962 132 441
Mob - Spain 0034 630 730283
Mob - UK 07903 031 048
Mail - eurovan@hotmail.co.uk
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PRIVATE PROPERTY WHEN DID YOU LAST HAVE A VIEWING?

SALES in Spain

BELLUS, VALENCIA
189,000

ONTINYENT, VALENCIA
289.000

Fantastic Villa with 4 bedrooms on a plot
of 18,000m2. Minutes from the village
and 30 minutes from Gandia and the
beach. Investmnt opportunity for a place
n the sun or holiday rental business.

Mr & Mrs Norwood
(0034) 962293271 699758557.

ONTINYENT . Casa Sirrah, 10,000m2 plot. Landscaped gardens, private forest area, large Driveway
parking for 5+ cars, almond orchard, 10 x 5 filtered
pool. On two levels, down stairs, 2 bedroom Bathroom, American style kitchen dinner lounge. Upper
level 4 bedrooms, Kitchen breakfast room. Large
lounge and terrace. Bathroom. swimming pool 10 x 5
filtered with Roman steps. Valued at 475,000 –asking Price 320,000€ Tel Lou 618329511

Email anne.harris48@yahoo.co.uk

INCREASE YOUR SELLING CHANCES..... D.I.Y
PLA DE CORALS VALENCIA
490,000

• How it works
•
•
•
•

You take the enquires
You do the viewings
You agree the sale
You Save 1000’s of
Euros
• And increase the
chance of selling your
property

Benefits

If you don´t have to consider agents fees
which amount to 5 or 6 % of the selling price.
Set in plot of 5000m2 with
You can reduce the price of the property. A re497m2 of construction.
Looking for something unique and special in duction of 5000 euros or more on the advertised price can make the difference between
a property contact 634153664
•
Multiple green houses , fitted with solar and a client viewing or not in the first place. More
viewings, means more chance of selling. Plus
water systems,
•
Mains power throughout in addition to a solar for just 200 euros you can be sure your propenergy installation system.
erty will be seen in print and on the web every
•
PVC windows with persianas and wrought iron month until it is sold. Call today 618329511
grills.

Where is your local agent advertising your property,,,leave nothing to chance........ D.I.Y
ALCOSSEBRE, CASTELLON
159,000

XATIVA, VALENCIA
285,000
•
•
•
•

5 Bedroom House with Swimming pool
and Garage. 4 Double Bedrooms, 1 Single.
150m2 Build, 7000m2 Fenced Plot. Bright
spacious property with a good size kitchen.
Garage suitable for conversion into a flat
for relatives or rental income. Solar Power
* no electricity bills. just 10 mins drive from
beaches Contact

Large property tastefully reformed to high standard, Lots of
extras. Must be seen
3 Bedrooms, Reception ,
Lounge, American style kitchen
with Island, Pool Bar.
Office, Garages Store. 2 pools

Town House Vall De
Gallinera, ALICANTE 99,000

MURCIA
RODA GOLF & BEACH RESORT

Property Sell or Exchange considered in the Chesterfield or Alfreton
area (Derbyshire).
Contact Mrs Scutt on

96 6406505

Susan Tel 634153664

Resale opportunity of a 3 bedroom home
with 2 bathrooms and private terrace. Floor
area of 95 m². Ground floor property with
private underground car park and storage room included in the price. Communal
swimming pools and lifts.

Mandy TEL 698201986

Tel Vincens 696 476 429

mad_mandy_666@hotmail.com

SELL YOUR PROPERTY DIY IT WITH

www.thespanishpropertyshop.com
See you property in print and on the web Email your property details to
info@thespanishpropertyshop.com
*i.v.a not included. Price changes and amendments to contact details can be made during the booked period. The client is responsible to confirm continued advertising is required after 12 months

Join the Trader Syndicate and be a winner..................................... Go

to www.traderlotto.es

October 2010

November 2010

I don´t believe it!
World’s first hybrid nappy with biodegradable liner arrives in the UK. Only 100 per
cent certified biodegradable and plasticfree nappy
After a long wait, a special delivery has
being made - gNappies, the world’s first
hybrid, and only 100 per cent certified biodegradable* nappy has arrived in the UK
Launched at Baby Show, London on the
22nd-24th of October, gNappies offers the
best of cloth and disposable in one earthfriendly nappy.
Available in range of vibrant colours, the
gNappies system gives parents two ecofriendly nappy options in one—cloth or
disposable. The system consists of cotton,
washable little gPants, and either 100%
biodegradable gRefills, or washable gCloth
inserts.
Designed for a non-bulky fit, gNappies
are made of breathable material just like
sports clothing, so your baby stays dry and
comfortable and is far less likely to get
nappy rash. gRefills are the only certified
100 per cent biodegradable, plastic-free
and elemental chlorine nappy available
and decompose in 50 – 100 days in either
your home waste or compost bin.
For people who choose to compost they
know in two months time they give something back to the Earth as a renewable
source of garden fertiliser. And it’s no sin
for those who simply ‘bin’ as choosing a
plastic-free option uses less petroleum,
and that’s better for babies and the
planet.
The second option is reusable cloth
inserts made from soft micro fleece and
hemp/cotton, which can be washed and
rewashed, the same as the outer pants.
Jennifer Lackie, UK distributor of gNappies
(and mum herself) said: “This is a great
product for parents who try their best to
be eco friendly.
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Russell Grants Healthy Horoscopes November 2010
With the Supermarket shelves starting to ﬁll up with
Christmas food and chocolates, Russell Grant reveals
your Healthy Horoscopes for November. Why wait until
January to change your Lifestyle..? What health and
ﬁtness regime suits your Star Sign for November..?
Aries (Mar21/Apr20)

Correct practice pays off. Look after your health. Whether you’re taking on new professional commitments
or travelling more than usual, take sensible precautions to look after yourself. Drink plenty water after travelling. Add simple fitness techniques
into your daily and weekly routines to keep you physically active. Even while out and about or you’re so busy that there is little time to call your
own, there are still ways to stay fit and healthy.

Taurus (Apr21/May21)

Wherever you go, there is always someone with you. You might use this as an excuse not to be able to
stick with your usual exercise routines. No-one will want to feel they are preventing you from making an effort to take care of your health. In
fact, a partner will be keen to join you at the gym! Getting healthy isn’t all about hard work and eating less. Treat yourself later in November to
a day at the spa or book yourself in for a manicure or pedicure as you prepare for the festive season ahead.

Gemini (May22/June21)

If you spend too much time sitting at a desk or your work involves little activity, you need to get your
body moving. Daylight hours might be devoted to everyday responsibilities so look to the evenings as a time to keep fit. If you are in a loving
relationship, get together and do what comes naturally to you both. This is not just a great way to burn calories but it won’t seem a bit like
exercise! With your partner’s co-operation you could end the month feeling fitter and you will both have had a lot of fun!

Cancer (June22/July23)

Doing what you enjoy most will help you feel happy and healthy. The season does not matter and neither does the weather. Think of what you love to do all year round and make time for these activities in your schedule this November. Whether
it is singing, dancing, walking, writing poetry or painting, choose past-times that always lift your spirits. Even with a hectic schedule, it won’t
take a lot of extra effort to keep yourself fit, happy and healthy.

Leo (July24/Aug23)

It might seem, this month, as if all business and social transactions are taking place in restaurants. You are
trying to cut back on your favourite food knowing that next month it will be even harder to watch your diet. You can still meet up with others
without indulging in unhealthy meals. Go for a low-fat or healthy menu option and order wisely! There’s an added bonus to you wanting to get
your house in order before the festive season. Getting on with household chores is a great way to keep fit.

Virgo (Aug24/Sept23)

Walking will be the best thing you can do if you want to improve your mind and body health this November. Leave the car at home whenever possible and walk to work, the shops or to your friends’ houses if they don’t live too far away. A refreshing stroll each evening will give you the chance to reminisce on your days’ events. You might recall subjects in conversations you will need to
follow up later and you can give yourself mental reminders of events you need to plan for over the festive season ahead.

Libra (Sept24/Oct23)

You’ve always been the same: when you are overwhelmed by potential risks, you feel you can’t commit to
a decision. While you hesitate, problems will start looking more difficult; prolonged indecision will ultimately rob you of choice. Whether you’re
worried about a health matter, the challenge of a new fitness regime or when you should start a new diet, take a deep breath and make the
decision. The more you worry, the harder decisions will become!

Scorpio (Oct24/Nov22) There is something very positive and confident about you at the start of November. You are determined

to go ahead with a certain venture and whether this is personal or professional, there is nothing that can sway you from your aims. If you don’t
get a lot of chance to exercise this month, why not make use of hand and leg flex equipment while sitting at your desk? The 6th is a good day
to make new starts in a health regime but it won’t be until Venus turns direct mid-November before you start seeing results.

“gNappies is an entirely new concept to
the market with its hybrid system that
allows parents to compost wet nappies in
their household compost bin as they are
an ideal material, providing a rich source
of nitrogen and organic matter.

) Events at the start of the month will steer you away from the goings on of those around you. You
will get most work done and you will be more successful when staying in the background. Family matters will receive a lot of your attention
and your mood is a private one. Don’t be fooled by a friend or colleague’s seeming lack of get-up-and-go around the 16th. They aren’t as ill as
they’re making themselves out to be and you could do without taking on their responsibilities. You have enough of your own!

“All materials in the little gPants, snap-in
liners, gCloth and biodegradable gRefills
have been carefully chosen to provide a
comfortable and dry fit for your baby.”

Friends are persuasive and want you to join them in activities you’ve never done before. If these
are more strenuous than anything you are used to, don’t continue without consulting your doctor or another professional. A personal project
will end up as a group effort by the time November ends. With everyone being so helpful and co-operative this should be an enjoyable and
progressive month for you.

gNappies are available from www.hushabyebaby.com with New Baby bundles
priced at £99.95. Little gPants nappy covers start at £13.95 each, with biodegradable refills retailing at £9.95 and cloth at
£21.95.

Sagittarius (Nov23/Dec21
Capricorn (Dec22/Jan20)
Aquarius (Jan21/Feb19)

Although you trust your own judgement and feel confident about your decisions, in some matters it will
pay to get a second opinion. Anything that might have long-term consequences or is linked with your health and well-being will benefit from an
expert’s advice. The outward improvements of a new hair style, new wardrobe or starting a diet will all go to reflect how good you feel about
yourself at the moment.

Pisces (Feb20/Mar20)

You seem to be on the go more than usual and you could be travelling here, there and everywhere, this
November. This will all help keep you feeling fit and healthy. There are appointments to keep, places to go and you have plenty to do. Because
of this you will be quick to act and make your mind up and quick to jump at the chance to skip routine for a wee while. Just don’t be so quick
to skip meals. Remember to eat healthily!
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El Cid, Confident Start To The Season
www.spanishfootballsports.blogspot.com
EL CLASICO 2010 | FC BARCELONA - REAL MADRID CF | 28 NOV - 21.00
HRS LOOKS LIKE THE SOLUTION

I can finally - 90% - answer the question from SFS readers of which date & time the
FC BARCELONA - REAL MADRID CF match - “El Clasico” - will be played. The various
options have been studied & the Monday option looks like it will not happen. Saturday is the day of “political reflexion” before the Catalonia Parliament elections & no
political promotion or insinuation is permitted by law. Thus Sunday - 28 th of November - at 21.00 HRS looks like the date & time, as the electoral boxes shut at 20.00.

REAL MADRID | LASS DIARRA IN DEMAND IN THE ENGLISH PREMIER
LEAGUE

REAL MADRID Coach Jose Mourinho has left out midfielder LASS DIARRA from the
squad that travels to Milan for their Champions League match tomorrow against AC
Milan. This is a trend that is repeating itself & may be sending signals to other teams
that Diarra isn’t a priority for Real Madrid. According to Spanish Sports newspaper
“As”, English Premier League Clubs Manchester United, Tottenham, Liverpool FC,
Aston Villa & Everton are interested in contracting the services of the Frenchman &
may fight it out in a bidding “contest”.
The player cost Real Madrid 20M€ from Portsmouth & the Spanish Club will wish to
recuperate their investment. The French player has already expressed publicly that
he is unhappy at Real Madrid & does not wish to spend time on the bench. Thus
the upcoming “Winter Market Transfer” period may see movement & a possible
goodbye. Stay tuned!

FC BARCELONA INTERESTED IN TOTTENHAM PLAYER GARETH BALE

It comes “straight from the horses’ mouth”. FC BARCELONA Football Director Andoni
Zubizarreta has confirmed to Barcelona radio that the Club is definitely interested
( the Football qualities) in Welsh & TOTTENHAM HOPSPURS 21 year old player GARETH BALE.
The FC Barcelona directive left it clear that although he likes the player there have
not been any talks with anyone in reference to his comments. Said this, Barça has
some competition if they wish to sign Bale, concretely from Manchester United.

FC BARCELONA 2010 | IBRAHIM AFELLAY - JAVIER PASTORE SOUNDING
The 24 year old PSV EINDHOVEN attacking midfielder IBRAHIM AFELLAY is sounding
more & more as a possible “2011 Winter Transfer Market” operation with direction
Spain. Earlier the player was sounding as a possible Atletico de Madrid signing, but
Spanish giant FC BARCELONA has entered the picture in a very serious manner. The
Dutch player finishes contract this year & will be a free agent as of the 1st of January which makes the player a very attractive bargain & asset. Other European Clubs
are also knocking on the door of Afellay, like Manchester United, Chelsea & Sevilla
Fc, but Barça is in the front running. The Spanish Club is concerned that their actual
season 2010 – 2011 squad is short & liable to risk if injuries were to appear in the
vital back end of this current season.
With this in mind, another name is sounding heavily at “Camp Barça” as a possible
signing from Italian Football. Argentine sensation JAVIER PASTORE of PALERMO is
hotly rumoured to be close to falling into the Barça net, with the only unknown being
if Barcelona will make an offer this January 2011 or wait till the end of the season.
Here too, there is competition & concretely from Manchester City who may begin a
possible bidding “war”.
In either case, stay tuned, as with most things in Football rumours run riot & what is
white today will be black tomorrow. I will be keeping an eye on developments & let
you know if new details surface in the coming days or weeks.

Stop Press!! At the
time of writing El Cid
are top of the Winter
League !! OK so we
have only played two
matches, but with 18
points from a possible
20 we are confident
that we shall be safe
from relegation well
before Xmas. In the
Northern League, the
Swords are maintaining their equilibrium
with a, win a couple,
lose a couple scenario; Sabres are ploughing a steady furrough
and picking up points;
whilst the Scimitars
are threatening to
break out from the
“pipped at the post”
situations that seem
to dog them.
Apart from the ongoing bread and butter league business,
we are well into the
“something
going
on every day” season. Touring teams
abound, coming from
all over the globe to
sample that special
atmosphere always
found at El Cid. The
last one this year will
be Tamworth, due on
Nov 14th - so members be sure to ‘make
a pig of yourself ‘ and
get your name down
early. The Vives Pons
Championships, are
getting under way,
and attendances at
Club Mornings are
soaring.
This, of course, is all
good news for the new
El Cid Leisure Management of Mark and
Charlie, who kicked
off this weekend with

Photo shows organisers Hazel Brown & Brenda Smethurst
with club president Adrian Lambert.

a “howling “ success - The Vampires Ball. Amazingly, after the
previous
nights
cavorting, a full
house turned out
for Sunday Morning with El Del - I
wonder how many
would have made
it without the extra hour?
And so to the highlight of the week.
I am reliably informed that El Cid
are probably the
first Bowls club to
put on a Turkey
Trot.
Organised
by Ian & Hazel
Brown and Brenda Smethurst in
remembrance of
her late husband
Dave. Forty-eight
folk flooded the
green in the perfect Spanish Autumn weather to
fight for the twelve
(days of xmas)
prizes. Eighteen

ends were interspersed with ‘spiders’ and team
shuffles until finally Derek Pursey
emerged as the
Prize Turkey. Ian
Slade qualified as
the Oxo Cube, and
in between the
two of them, ten
other
stalwarts
were awarded appropriate goodies.
Bottles of Whiskey, Gin and a
Keg were liberally
dispensed to the
winners of the Spiders, and to cap
the day a scorecard was picked at
random and a bottle of Dave’s ‘bathtub special’ found
a new home. Photos of this event
can be found on
our website www.
elcidbowlsclub.
com .
The Club’s Christmas Dinner and
Dance is being

held on Friday 17th
December,
and
we are putting on
a Christmas Carol
Evening on Tuesday 21st. Look on
the notice board
or website and
check the small
print for details.
If you are reading
this and do not
yet belong to El
Cid, why not give
yourself a special treat. Come
along and see
how easy it is to
join in. Give Captain David Bluff
(617929924), or
Match Secretary
Sara Hamer (966
404 560) a ring
to arrange details
- remember if you
haven’t
bowled
before you get five
free tryouts - go
on, you know you
are worth it !!.
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Visit the site and get started

1st month FREE
FREE*
Interested in selling your stuff ?

Private or Business, You can sell YOUR
unwanted items, New or Second hand goods,
cars or liquidated stock on
The Warehouse Spain website.
IT’S QUICK & SIMPLE

*Max 5 Adverts per person
CURRENTLY OVER 200 NEW AND
USED ITEMS LISTED FOR SALE

www.thewarehousespain.com

September 2010
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SHOPPING CENTRE ALCOSSEBRE

CHRISTMAS CARDS NOW IN SINGLES AND PACKS

Centro Commercial Km 2 Carretera Alcossebre, Alcossebre
November Opening Hours OPEN Mon / Fri 10,00 till 2.00 Closed Sat & Sun

ARCA Refuge and Care of animals

with AN EARLY X-MAS PARTY

XMAS MARKET

With Mr.SWING and THE FOUR LEGENDS. Lovely
food and a great raffle.

INDOOR CARBOOT SALE &
on November 27th at Partycentre
“SINDICAT” CAMARLES.
from 10.00 am
(sellers 9.00 stands 5 euro) till 13.00 Fresh Food allowed

Followed in the Evening

Great Buffet and Dance from 8 o’clock

ALL PROCEEDS GO TO ARCA FOR THE 300 DOGS.
Any questions call Mave at 678 975 816.
How to get to the partycentre:
From the N340 take turnof CAMARLES.Then 1st turning to the left drive to the end of the street,turn right
then left turn immediately to the left and you are on
the parking area of the partycentre.
WE ALSO NEED LADIES WHO WILL HELP US:
ANYONE WHO WANTS TO BAKE OR COOK SOMETHING
NICE FOR THE BUFFET
PLEASE CALL MAVE.

Tickets 12 euros - children 5 euros

From

Bar Estacion Ampolla
Bar Mercat, Camarles
Perello Properties, Perello
Vet.Carlos, Tortosa.
Carbootsale Ampolla

T
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CLASSIFIEDS

rader

FOR SALE
FOR SALE

CATERING CARVERY
UNIT and dish wamer. Ideal for buffets roast dinner
service etc top plate with 9
serving dishes, underneath
plate warmer. Bargain at
695 Euors. Tel 634153664
BRAZING
HEARTH,
floor standing with electric blower and torch. €50.
Tel.962807579
WATER HEATER JUNKERS BUTANO GAS
V.G.C. 1 year old with
instructions, €200 o.n.o
962853663. OLIVA.
2 OIL FILLED radiators
hardly used E75 the pair.
962853663 OLIVA
SONY TRINITRON TV
50€, Sony surround sound
100€, Fagor fridge-freezer
(silver), as new 250€, Computer 70€, Braun multi-system mixer 45€, Washing
machine (top-loader) 50€,
Tel 618007174
1.4 METRE Skydish plus
double lmb and reciever
?100 or near offer buyer
collects phone 965515557
AS NEW, EXC COND.
Mens
Wed’ze
black
SKI JACKET Size M
€35. Wed’ze grey SKI
TROUSERS size 14 yrs
€35 Or €60 for both. Tel
658497289 L’Eliana area’
DELONGHI EC7 domestic expresso and cappuccino machine. Little used as
new condition 25€ Telephone 965 978874 or 669
615185 (Pinoso)
MERCEDES E230, burgandy colour, year 1997,
always been serviced with
mercedes in valencia every
6 months, passenger window and driver window
require looked at although
both have had new motors.
I.T.V until Jan 2011, 1500
euros. Phone 647610413
DOMENA IRON PRESS
ideal if you have a b&b
casa rural or a large family
€40.00 call 661260510
HP PSC SERIES 1510
very good condition
€20,00 call 661260510
SELECTION OF ITEMS
for car booting Includes tv,
motorcycle leathers, kite
surfing equip, power tools,
ornaments and much more.
Best offer secures Shaun
620402627 Oliva
HOUSEHOLD ITEMS
include 2 single beds,
castillion dresser, rustic
wardrobe, Blanket box
and tv cabinet for sale in
Caudete. Please telephone
662572775.
........................................

Classifieds Now on line

PORTABLE Ecron DeHumidifier for sale, model
2007-EC with 3.5 litre capacity. 50 euros. Xativa
area. Call 678 314 074
SELECTION OF ITEMS
for car booting. Includes tv,
motorcycle leathers, kite
surfing equip, power tools,
ornaments and much more.
Best offer secures. Shaun
620402627 Oliva
KIPOR
GENERATER
5kva digitalkde6700ta diesel .engine fine generater
faulty intermitent power
problem. ideal for repair
or spares. Tel 699382523
Xativa
FREE
STANDING
TABLE SAW Einhell
TKS18/250 ,1800wt, 25cm
blade,45º blade tilt, 5800
revs 100 € Tel 965767124
(Ondara)
CEMENT MIXER nearly
new used once €80 Tel:
685878640
MODEL
RAILWAY
BUFFS, box of bits, transformers, switches etc, offers.Childs bike, 4 to 8 yrs,
good con, 15€. 962202226,
627691191.
GOLF CLUBS MEN’S
full set Misuno 90€ , Ladies full set Lynx 90€ both
sets with driver, woods,
trolley and carry bags Tel
619433515 Ontinyent.
GOPED with optional seat
VGC as new cond great
fun toy, all folds up 125€.
2 electric push bikes complete with chargers, batteries etc good cond, fold up
so as can be put in car boot
125€ Muro area phone
608818477
MARKET STALL AND
STOCK. Great business
opportunity. Easy to assemble walk in style with
cover and clips. Fits into
large car. Large selection
of UK High St new ladies’
clothing sizes 8 – 32, with
and without labels. 4 retail
quality clothing rails. Sold
as a complete package.
400€ ono Tel 965571837
(Pego)
APRILLIA ROAD BIKE
50cc - 499 € for contact,
call: 660697135
........................................
SINGLE BED & MATTRESS - good modern
bed in excellent condition,
mattress is nearly new. It
comes with a big drawer
underneath (delivery possible for extra charge). 80€
- Double Bed & Mattress
- (2 for sale) good modern
beds in excellent condition,
mattresses nearly new. One
bed is adjustable at head

and feet (delivery possible
for extra charge). 120€ and
130€ Coffee Table - Glass
top metal framed coffee
table with shelf underneath
- good condition. 20€ Call
Sandra 961105196
6 HIGH BACK dining
chairs, ex condition 50€.
artificial firegrate wood
surround art.50€ glass top
coffee table wood and steel
legs, 10€ Tel 628763493
GOLF CLUBS Men’s full
set Misuno 90€ , Ladies full
set Lynx 90€ both sets with
driver, woods, trolley and
carry bags Tel 619344515
Ontinyent.
VARIOUS ITEMS for
sale including tvs, table
and chairs, patio set , wardrobes and more. call for details 965590131
1.9 Metre Dish plus free
view box for all English TV. 2 years old. 400
euros o.n.o. Bellus tel
962263057.
6 NEW DOORS 4 panel
internal moulded to paint
1981 x 762 x 35mm 40
euros each Tel. castello de
rugat (cv60) 647 272 212
WETSUIT (typhoon) 2
piece blue xl plus crewsaver buoyancy jacket like
new 80 euros(over 200 new
) tel. 647 272 212
COLLECTABLES
ty
beanie babies various animals (all tagged) 4 euros
each 647 272 212
G PLAN, Dinning Room
Table 160cm, Long Extends to 200cm. 105cm
Wide. 250€. Display Cabinet, G Plan, Base,3 Draws 3
Cupboards Top, Shelves, 3
Glass Doors. 250€. Phone
961648404
SOFABED sprg matt.
€180. Playstation2 Lots of
games 2 controllers €125.
Electric scooter adult/
teen, needs attention ex.
cond.€60. 639781461.
SPINNING BIKE: max
rider weight 120kg+, 23kg
flywheel, heart rate monitor, pedal toe clips, adjustable seat & handlebars,
emergency brake. Mint
condition, less than 1 year
old and hardly used. Photos
available via e-mail. Cost
400€ new, will accept 200€.
Tel Malc on 962979175.
GENERATOR, Diesel,
Silenced. Yanmar. 6.2 kw
1,500 euros. Invertor and
batteries 25000 watt, 160
amp hrs. 500 euros. no offers. Tel 649974863
TWIN LNB for a 2.4m
dish. New and unused
in box with instructions.
I bought recently for

85€ (Crystalclear satellite) Selling for 50€ Tel
965836484.
CAST IRON wood burning stove for sale.....good
condition, cylindrical, 1m
tall, hardly used. Very
efficient. No longer required. 150 euros ono. Tel.
647543635
LARGE WOODEN patio
table + 8 wooden matching chairs €300, cost over
€1000 new tel. 690656515
2 SINGLE BEDs both incl
mattresses high headboards
lovely design from Next
€100 each, can be pushed
together to make double
tel. 690656515
........................................
FRIDGE under-worktop
size 85 x 55 cms, class A,
3 yrs old, LG. 50€, tel
669545181 or 977059969
L’Ampolla
FENDER SQUIER Stratocaster electric guitar.
85€. Tel 962135869 or
664422810. Ken, Ontinyent
ROTAVATOR two stroke
engine good condition two
sets blades also wheels
225€ Tel 965 529 715 Onil
BEDROOM
FURNITURE, 2 bedside cabinets,
3 drawer chest, 7 drawer
tallboy. Green stained solid
wood, good quality. 100€.
Xativa area. jcalccam@
hotmail.com for photos.
Tel 962293133
PINE
FURNITURE
PACKAGe: dining table,4 chairs,coffee table,3 seater settee,2 chairs
blue,gold,brown,,good
condition,425€,
Tel
965496209,Aspe/La Romana
DINING TABLE 4 Chairs
90€, Kitchen table 4 chairs
75€, Blue bed settee 75€.
Folding bed 40€. 2 pine
bedside draws 25€ each.
Tel 637909080 Cocentaina
CAMERA Older 35mm
Pentax 738, with soft case,
instruction book and new
loaded film (36 exposures). 20€ no offers Tel
965836484
1.9 METRE DISH plus
free view box for all
English TV. 2 years old.
400€ o.n.o. Bellus Tel
962263057
CARBOOT JOB lot,
T.V’s, D.V.D players, oil
filled heaters (in box), floating pool cover, juicer,many
more items, worth a call
678000832
YAMAHA ELECTONE
MC600 ORGAN. With
stool, handbook, lots of

Classifieds Are FREE

Personal, non business adverts under 500 euros.
MAX 25 WORDS.
EMAIL TO advertise@thetraderonline.es
MISSED THIS ISSUE....NO PROBLEM
PLACE YOUR CLASSIFIED FOR FREE ONLINE TODAY
www.thetraderonline.es
Register first and place upto five adverts with photos
for free.
If you wish them to appear in print next month you still
need to email them to us as well.
music. 300€. OVNO.
Please note this is not a
‘Keyboard’ Tel. 962129410
/628146802 (Real de Montroi.)
SIX SPANISH style dining chairs. Leather seat &
backs. 10€ each or 50€ the
lot. Ontinyent 679800327
COMMODE 75€; Wheelchair 75€; Adjustable Overbed Table 75€; Adjustable Pillow Support 20€;
Wheeled Zimmer, (Seat &
Basket) 30€; Orthopaedic
Cushion 10€. All as new.
Tel 962928069.
30 OPAQUE GLASS
PANELS 14½ cm x 27
cm with 2½ cm beveled
clear edge. 15 opaque glass
panels 13½ cm x 27 cm
with 2½ cm beveled clear
edge. 50€ o.n.o. or 2€ each.
Phone Lliria 961648404
MOBILE AIR CONDITIONER little used 80€.
Alberic area 962 443901
or 626094052
2 SETS OF GOLF
CLUBS Ideal as holiday
sets or for beginners. Mens
full set inc. many many extras. Womens half Ram set.
150€ono. Tel; 965771959
2 SOFAS FOR SALE.
one 2 seater and one 3 seater. dark green. used but
very comfortable. 100€ Tel
663713581 or 965058168
after 5.00pm. Oliva.
........................................
FOLDING BED SINGLE
15€ Treadle Exercise machine 40€. Double Reja’s
198cm X 138wide possible double gates 50€ Single Reja 140cm X 135cm
Black 30€ Tel: 962386126
M: 690381084 Ontinyent.
“4 PIECE SUITE, ideal
for outside terrace, consisting 2 seater sofa, 2 chairs
and glass topped coffee
table. 100€. 962117853,
Lliria area”
DOUBLE PINE wardrobe/ slidind doors & two
drawers 55€, J.M.L. Steam
cleaner 40€ Tel 96284
3919
PULL OUT kitchen cupboard mechanism, suits
a 400mm wide tall unit
(2000mm tall) cost new
€120.00. ideal and modern
storeage method, €60.00
KEEP FIT TREAD MILL,
onboard computer, little
use, bargain at only €25.00.
Tel 687954437 (Montserrat)
STEEL PATIO Set Blue 6
Piece,4 chairs,glass top table 80cm diameter,parasol
180cm. Brand new still
packaged.90euro Xativa
area 962132441

COMPASS 28 Inflatable Dinghy 2.7M x 1.2M,
wooden floor, 3 persons,
with oars, transport bags
and 3Hp Evinrude outboard
& manual Will fit on roof
rack. 300€ Tel.620100269
Llira
POOL TABLE Table
As New only used twice.
cost 1000€. Would like
400.00€ Buyer collects.
Tel 962126024 MonserratTuris area.
3X ORANGE GAS bottles
8€ each or 3 for 20€ Oliva.
Computer/office
chair.
Swivel, Casters, fully adjustable. Black.35€ Oliva.
Medion 14inch stereo TV.
Black. Excellent sound
& Picture. 15€ Oliva. Tel
670834068
TAVER GAS FRIDGE
vgc 250€, Eectric Halogen hob new 200€, Electolux Inspire washing machine used once 250€ Tel
667025910 Biar area.
DUAL LNB FOR 2.4M
DISH. Unused and still in
box 50€ White metal access
gate. make me an offer. nd
progs. Tel 627180542
2
HONDA
250CC
SCOOTERS SPAZIO 70€,
Foresight 90€, for spares
not run for 3 years. clear for
150€. PEGO 693468261
INVALID
ELECTRIC
scooter for sale. Battery
operated. In good all-round
working condition. No
longer required. 500€.
Tel 977477367
.........................................
MAHOGANY GLASS
cabinet with 3glass shelves
& lighting110€, Double
pine
wardrobe,sliding
doors & 2 drawers 85€, 2
wrought iron chairs-soft &
table 105€. Tel 962843919
4 SEATER CORNEr
unit settee with pooffe
modern style can be used
separate excelent condition 200 euros Castilla, Tel
655133131
BRAND NEW swimming
pool180€, Satalate dish 1.9,
200€, 2 adult bikes 80€
2electric heaters 80€. Tel
962134823
GENTS ROAD cycle 16
speed index gears new
spare tyre pump water bottle helmet choice of pedals
tripmetre vgc €120.00 mobile 615320405
LASER 4.2M sailing
boat. Needs tiller and the
odd bits. Boat is fine. “No
Trailer.” Bargain at 375€.
Tel 965977015

FREE CLASSIFIEDS EMAIL advertise@thetraderonline.es

pets
HOMES needed for 4
beautiful kitttens who were
abandoned and have been
hand reared. 8 weeks old,
healthy, wormed and flead.
e-mail for photos, phempshall@hotmail.co.uk or call
965475849
FIBI AND BONI - two
female cats - both spayed
- urgently seeking a new
home together. They are 2
and 3 years old. Unfortunately the owner needs to
return to the UK to care for
an ageing parent. If you can
help please telephone:
962813023 or mobile
628751166
HOME wanted for two
18months female cats
both been spayed and have
friendly quiet nature tel
666 998805
SMALL cross 4 1/2 years
old, also very good with
other dogs, good natured,
chipped and has passport.
They can be seperated Contact Karen 687 619 363
FREE PETS
CLASSIFIEDS
If you are looking for a
home for an animal and
are not charging then the
advert is free. Email advertise@thetraderonline.es

PERSONAL
MALE 55 seeks older
lady for no strings fun and
friendship inland alicante
608769740
DIVORCED MALE W.T
.M lady about 50 to 60
years old for friendship
,diner,holidays etc. Tel
699836237
ATTENTION
ALL
BOOKWORKS1
Enjoy a good read? we
would like to start a reading
group in the Ontinyent/Albaida area, probably meeting once a month. Anyone
interested, please contact:
Jenny 962386126 or Ann
619433515

PRETTY
MASSEUSE

Pleasure and
much more,
only for
gentlemen.
Call: 625683829

November 2010

Caravans
CAR AND MOTORCYCLE SPRAYER.
repair and repainting of any vehicle .20
years experience .references available.
please call for competitive quote.Tortosa
area.tel.692751488.692759276.
...............................................................
CHEAP 4x4, Tata Safari ex. 2 lt. turbo
diesel lhd year 2000 itv 06/2011 3000 euros tel. 647272212 ref Oct
................................................................

BARGAIN ..HONDA AUTOMATIC
SPANISH REG 140,000KM
VALUED AT 6,900 at local
garage. Will sell for 5000
PX considered must be diesel
Tel 634153664
Private Sale
Ref Nov

T

Resale opportunity of a 3 bedroom home with 2 bathrooms
and private terrace. Floor area
of 95 m². Ground floor property
with private underground car
park and storage room included
in the price. Communal swimming pools and lifts.
Tel Vincens 696 476 429

WANTED SCRAP
CARS, VANS,
LORRIES, PLANT
AND CARAVANS.
TURN YOUR SCRAP
INTO CASH.
FREE
COLLECTION.

CALL 689929395.

ONTINYENT . Casa Sirrah, 10,000m2
plot. Landscaped gardens, private forest area, large Driveway parking for
5+ cars, almond orchard, 10 x 5 filtered
pool. On two levels, down stairs, 2 bedroom Bathroom, American style kitchen
dinner lounge. Upper level 4 bedrooms,
Kitchen breakfast room. Large lounge
and terrace. Bathroom. swimming pool
10 x 5 filtered with Roman steps. Valued at 475,000 –asking Price 289,000€
Tel 618329511
Email anne.harris48@yahoo.co.uk

PROPERTY for Sale
with Photo
10 euros
per month.

Property for Sale

ADVERTISE

CAR BOX ADVERT

YOUR CAR

text plus photo

CARAVAN

10 EUROS
PER MONTH

Linage 20 cpw

or 99 euros till sold
send details via email to
advertise
@thetraderonline.es

BOAT , BIKE

Tel 902733622

FOR

STAMPS WANTED

FREE
WITH PHOTOS
FOR ONE MONTH
www.thewarehousespain.com

. Please call Lizzie on
672883797

Household non business classifieds
are free. up to 25 words and upto
500 euros per advertiser per issue.
If you wish to advertise more there
is a surcharge Free classifieds
accepted by email only.
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PEUGEOT CAMPER van (Diesel)
Sleeps 4, comfortable 2 adults 2 children,
(but has slept 4 adults) Regularly serviced
and full ITV. Fully fitted with fridge, water heater, gas fire, oven and hob. Seperate
cubicle for shower and chemical toilet.
Fitted wardrobe + Cupboards and drawers. Outlet for electrical hook-up Fitted
bike rake (3 positions) 2,000 euro ONO
Tel 962135083. Mob 679312712 or
689457014

MURCIA
RODA GOLF & BEACH
RESORT

www.thetraderonline.es

Property Online www.thetraderonline.es

ALCOSSEBRE 5 Bedroom
Swimming pool, Garage. 4
Double Bedrooms, 1 Single.
150m2 Build 7000m2 Plot.
Bright spacious property with
good size kitchen. Solar Power
* no electricity bills.Set in a
beautiful secluded and private
area, I hr North of Valencia
City 159.000€ Tel Mandy
698201986
mad_mandy_
666@hotmail.com Ref sps
..............................................
BELLA VISTA, 3 bed villa
with pool. Needs TLC. but
great bargain. 176,000 euros.
Tel 962856034 /962853510
ref tscah
.............................................
BUGARRA, new build, 3 double beds, 1 bath,kitchen,lounge.
110m2living sp, 2500m2 plot.
Beautiful views, ready to move
in. Mains water, genny electricity. 99,000eur(Ref 3968 )
.............................................
NR CASINOS Casinos: Idyllic country- house, 3 years old,
marvellous panoramic mountain and sea views, new pool,
living space abt 135 sqm, 3
bedrooms, lounge with open
fire & dining area, large living
room, attico-style, fitted kitchen, 3 sun terraces, garden, plot
1700 sqm without any visible
limitations to the surrounding
nature; new solar-generator,
connection for solar panels,
2 big water deposits . Price
110.000 Euros.
Tel: 960615246 Ref Aug
.............................................
COTTAGE for sale in the
lovely area of Casinos. 2/3bed,
1 bath, kitchen, lounge. 95m2
living space, Mains water &
electric. 85,000eur.(Ref 3718)
Tel 962728066
.............................................
CATALUNYA. Semi -Detached Bungalow. Two Bedrooms, Swimming Pool, Attractive Garden. 400 sqm Plot.
160,000 euros/ Tel owner
Alan
Richardson
(0034)
977270968 or 627008302
Ref Mar11
.............................................
OLD DOMENO,great location, casita of 1 bed, 1 bath,
kitchen with fantastic views.
Mains water, electric can be
connected. 40m2 built, 500m2
plot. 29,000eur (Ref 3948) Tel
962728066
.............................................
BUSINESS for sale. First
class supermarket and internet
cafe. Ideal for a couple to run.
For sale due to owners retirement. To include all stock.
60,000 euros. Tel 962856034
/962853510 ref tscah
GROUND floor 3 bed. apartment with private courtyard.
Furnished.
79,000
euros
Tel 962856034 /962853510
ref tscah
.............................................

OLIVA4th floor apartment,
no lift, large with 4 beds.
69,000 euros. Tel 962856034
/962853510 ..........ref tscah
.............................................
MONTE PEGO, Spectacular
views, reformed apartment,
95,000 euros. Tel 962856034
/962853510
ref tscah
.............................................
OLIVA BEECH, 2 bed.
ground floor apartment with
parking. 91,000 euors Tel
962856034
/962853510
ref tscah
..............................................
LA FONT, 3 bed apt.,
good condition with private
30m2 terrace. 79,000 €. Tel
962856034 /962853510 .........
ref tscah
..............................................
OLIVA, massive reduction,
beautifully reformed 3 bed
t/house in very good area,
lovely terrace 110,000 € Tel
962856034
/962853510.ref
tscah
...............................................
NEAR OLIVA town hall,
150m2 4bed t/house, 2 terraces, sat system, good condition.
116,000 €. Tel 962856034
/962853510 .............ref tscah
.............................................
ONTINYENT
TOWN
HOUSE, 280 m square partly
reformed, mortgage availble
to transfer 130,000 euros. Tel
618329511
..............................................
ONTINYENT . Casa Sirrah,
10,000m2 plot. Landscaped
gardens, filtered pool. On two
levels, 6 bedroom 2 Bathroom,
2 kitchens 2x lounge valued at 475,000 –asking Price
320,000€ must be seen Tel
618329511
..............................................
RAFOL DE SALEM, stunning 3bed t/house, terrace
leading from master bed, with
fabulous views of mountains.
Tel 962856034 /962853510
ref tscah
...............................................
FANTASTIC
BARGAIN,
Oliva Nova Golf, I bed
luxury apt. on this exclusive
development,good
rental income, 136,000€ Tel
962856034 /962853510 ....ref
tscah
...............................................
PEDRABLA house to be finished, mains water and mains
electric, 1km into the town,
lovely views, good access.
2/3 beds, bath, lounge, opened
kitchen. All materials included
in the price. Very good value.
80,000eur(Ref 4046) Tel
962728066
...............................................
..............................................

XATIVA – Stone Built
Farmhouse 3 Beds 2 baths
Completely reformed. CH .
AC . All mains . ADSL. Bar .
Pool.Hot Spa. Feature gardens
289.000€ - 634153664
...............................................
VILLA to be finished in Villar del Arzobsipo, two floors,
7 beds, 2 baths. 3000m2plot,
260m2built. Deposit water,
electric has to be solar &/or
genny. 79,000eur.(Ref 3747)
Tel 962728066
.............................................
BEAUTIFUL 5 bedroomed
villa in Villar del Arzobispo,
recently reformed, spacious
lounge, kitchen with diner, one
bath, 5 double beds. Terraces,
pool. Mains utilities. Great
value. 135m2 living space,
1100m2 plot. 129,000eur.(Ref
4048) Tel 962728066
..............................................
PROPERTY with potential in Villar del Arzobsipo,
mains water and electric can
be connected. Two building
on one plot & pool. 3000m2
plot, 150m2+50m2 built.
40,000eur.(Ref 3662) Tel
962728066
.............................................
VILLARdel
Arzobispo,
4 double bed, big lounge,
kitchen, 1 bath, mains water,
solar+genny electric. Ready to
move in. 800m2 plot, 100m2
living sp. 99,950eur (Ref
3892) Tel 962728066
.............................................
VILLAR del Arzobispo, 3
double beds, poss to extend
it, 1 bath, kitchen, lounge.
Mains water, mains electric.
Outbuildings. Very good access, 5 min into the village.
110m2 living sp, 4000m2 plot.
120,000eur(Ref 4018) Tel
962728066
..............................................
OWN HOUSE VALL DE
GALLINERA 35 mins from
Oliva Beach The centrally
heated accomodation comprises of a large groundfloor
room which has potential for
more rooms and/or storeplace.
2 double bedrooms one with
annexe sitting room. Fully
fitted Kitchen, Living Room,
Breakfast Balcony and Terrace. Price 99.000 euros or
Property Exchange considered
in the chesterfield or Alfreton
area (Derbyshire)For more
details and photos go to www.
thespanishpropertyshop.com
to view Or contact the owner
direct Tel Mrs Scutt on 96
6406505 ...................REF.sps
BUILDINGPLOT for sale
in a residential area in Camp
Lliria. The last one available.
Mains water connected, possible to connect mains electric. Ideal for wooden chalets.
4,600m2. 20,000eur(Ref 3505)
Tel 962728066

..............................................

RENTAL

BUSINESS XATIVA Warehouse for rent 300m2, 300 euros a month Tel 634153664
............................................
MURO D ALCOY
3 bed villa with seperate accomadation, Court yard swimming pool etc. 450 euros per
month. Tel 651420067
.............................................
ONTINYENT Long term
rental villa. 4 bedrooms.
Swimming pool available
Long term only from September 650 euros per month Tel
618329511
..............................................

Property for Sale
Linage
20 cents per word
or 99 euros till sold
email
advertise
@thetraderonline.es

See the NEW Classifieds Section online www.thetraderonline.es
When responding to an advert mention you saw it in THE TRADER please.

ADSL + Europe + Spanish calls
Includes 400 mins of calls to UK and European
Landlines plus 1000 mins of calls to Spanish
Landlines.
• FREE wireless router
• Up to 6Mb ADSL broadband Internet
• 400 minutes of Europe* calls (any excess charged at
4 cents/min)
• 1000 minutes of Spanish landline calls (any excess charged
at 3 cents/min)
• Calls to Spanish mobiles 10 cents/min***
• Free 50Mb Web Subdomain
• 4 Free email accounts
• Panda 2009 Antivirus + Firewall

20MB

BROADBAND NOW
IN SOME AREAS
Call to check availability

Normally 42,90€ a month plus i.v.a

Discounted to 32,90€ a month
for the 1st 6 months
Line Rental 13,97a month plus i.v.a
For Further information on our packages
for low cost calls and broadband please
call

902733633

Now you have a choice with BT in Spain

Tel 902733633

www.authoriseddealerspain.com

